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OPINION REGARDING 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY'S 

DISTRIBUTION PERfORMANCE-BASED RATEMAKING MECHANISM 

Summary 

In this decision, wc consider the performancc indicators and the -design of 

t~c San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) distribution perEorn\an~e-based 

ratemaking (PBR) mechanisnl. \Ve adopt the sett1ement agreement rcgarding the 

performance indicators proposed by SDG&E, the Ofikc of Ratepayer Advocates 

(ORA), the Utility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN), the Federal Executivc 

Agcncies (FEA), the Coalition of California Utility Employecs (CCUE), the City of 

San Diego, the California Pann Bureau Federation (Farm Burcau), and the 

Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC). This agreelnent Is an all-party 

settlement and resolves all issues raised in connection with the requested 

performance indicators. 

We adopt a distribution PBR Iuechanism modeled after those adopted fot 

Southern California Gas Company (SoCatGas) in Decision (D.) 97-07-054 and 

Southern California Edison (Edison) in 0.96-09-092. We adopt a rate indexing 

mechanism, a progressive sharing n\echanisn\, and a productivity factor that 

includes a stretch factor. The revenue requirement used as the starting point for 

this distribution PBR rnechanisln is $563.4 million for electric distribution and -

$201.5 million (or gas base rate revenues, as approved in D.98-12-038.' 

, Including expected Demand-side Management (DSM) shareholder incentives and 
compared to re\'cnues at present ratcs, 0.98-12-038 adopts a decrease of $14.2 miIJion in 
the eleclric deparhnent (2.46% decrease as a system average rate change) and an 
increase of $3.9 million (or the gas department (l.97% increase on a system average 
basis). The effect (or combined departments is a $10.3 million decrease, (1.33% decrease 
on a system average basis). 

-, 
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Procedural History 

In D.97-04-067, we ordered SDG&E to file an application requesting 

approval of a distribution PBR mechanism. On January 6, 1998, SDG&E filed 

Application (A.) 98-01-014 to request authority to establish such a nlcchanism. 

ORA and UCAN filed timely protests, to which SDG&E filed a reply. SDG&E, 

ORA, and UCAN (jointly for UCAN, NRDC, Enron, FEA, and City of San Diego) 

filed prehearing confcretlce statements. 

On January 1, 1998, Senate Bill 960 became effective, which established 

various procedures for our proceedings. These rules arc delineated in Public 

Utilities (PU) Code §§ 1701 et seq. and Article 2.5 oE our Rules of Practice and 

Procedure. In accordance with the 58 960 rulcs, this proceeding has been 

categorized as ratesetthlg (AL] 176-2986, as notked in the DailyCalendar of 

February 6, 1998). 

On 1\1arch 17, 1998, Assigned Conlmissioner Neeper and Assigned 

Administrative Law Judge (ALl) Minkin presided at a prehearing conference. 

COIl.lmissioner Neeper then issued a scoping memo which designated 

ALJ Minkin as the principal hearing officer for this proceeding. TIle scoping 

memo set forth the issues to be included in this proceeding and established a 

proceduml schedule under which the Comnlission would issue a final deci:;ion in 

this proceeding by March 1999, or in no event no later than 18 1\\onths from the 

date of filing of the applicatioll, pursuant to 58960, Section 13. Commissioner 

Neeper also encollr,lged pl'trlies to meet and confer on an informal basis to 

attempt to resolve issues. 

At the request of parties, the scoping n\emo was amended to revise the 

procedural schedule to delay hearings and set a second prehearing conference on 

August 10, 1998. ORA,UCAN, FEA, CCUE, and NRDC submitted testin\ony on 

5DG&E's proposal on July 3, 1998. SDG&E and CCUE submitted rcl~}lttal 
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testimony on July 31. Informal discussions among the parties led to two technical 

workshops held itl San Francisco on August 20 and 27. A [ornlal settlement 

conference was noticed on September 2, in conformance with Rule 51, and held 

on September 14. The settling parties filed and served the Joil\t Motion for 

Adoption of Settlement Agreenlcnt on PBR Performance Indicators on 

September 15,1998. No parly filed comments. 2 No eVidentiary hearings were 

held on the issues addressed In the proposed settlement agreen\ent. 

PBR design issues were addressed in lour days of evidentiary hearings 

held on September 2, 3, 4, and 14. Como\issionet Neeper was in attendance for 

dosing arg~lments on September 16. Public participation hearings were held in 

San Diego and Esco'ndido on September 23 and September 24, respectively, at" 

which Con'unissioner Neeper and ALJ Minkin presided. TIlis proceeding was 

submitted upon opening and reply briefs, filed on October 9 and October 23, 

r~s pecti vel y. 3 

Framework for Incentive-Based Rat(!making 

\Ve have long considered h\c:entive-b-,sed ratemaking superior to 

command-and~conlr()l regulation. PUR Jllcchanisn\s send the in\portant message 

that Jl\inimizing costs without saCrificing service quality and reliability can result 

itl greater rewards with "less" regulation than traditional cost-of-service 

regulation. In order to provide these h\centives, we must necessarily break the 

1 The settling parties also requcsted that the Commission shorten the lime (or opening 
comments and rep I}' con\ments 01\ the proposed settlement agrccment. There was no 
reason to shorten time, but given the all~party nature of the settlen\ent, no comments 
were filed. llmsl this requcst is moot . 

. ' By separate motions filed on October 261 UCAN requests leave to file a corrected 
opening brief and to file its reply brief late. Good cause being shown, these motions arc 
granted. 
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Jink betwccn ratcs and costs. Cost-of-service regulation uses the utility's own 

costs in setting rates and often results in inefficiency, because utilities are 

rewarded by increased rates for increased costs. 

We have established several goals to be addressed by incentive regulation 

for energy utilities. In our comprehensive ru!emaking (R.94-0-1-031) and 

investigation (1.94-04-032) addressing proposed 'policies on electric resh'uchl~ing 

and reforming rcgulation, we stated our intention to replace cost-of-service 

regulation with performance-based regulation. It is worth reviewing the goals 

stated in that document: 

"First, prices for electric services in California arc simply too high. 
The shift to performance-based regulation can provide considerably 
stronger incentives for efficient utility operations and investment, 
lower rates, and result in nlore reasonable, competitive priccs for 
California's consumers. Performance-based regulation also 
promises to simplify regulation and redltce administrative burdens 
in the long term. Second, since the utilities' performance-based 
proposals currently before liS leave both industry structure and the 
utility franchise fundan'entally intact, consumers can expect service, 
safety and reliability to remain at their historically high levels. 
Third, the utilities' reform proposals are likely to provide an 
opportunity to earn that is at a minimum comparable to 
opportunities present in cost-of-service regulation. Finally, 
performance-based regulation can assist the utilities in developing 
the tools necessary to make the successful transition from an 
operating environment directed b}' government and focussed on 
regulator)' proceedings, to one in which consumer, the rules of 
competition, and market forces dictate." [al1 footnotes omitted.) 
(R94-04-031/I.94-04-032, mimeo. at pp. 35-36.) 

In D.94-08-023, we adopted an experimental base rate PUR mechanism for 

SDG&E and staled our goals and objectives for improving regulation: 

U\. To provide greater incentive than exists under current regulation 
for the utility to reduce rates. 
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"2. To pro\'ide a more rational system of incentives for management 
to take reasonable risks and control costs in both the long and 
short run. TItis includes extending the relatively short-term 
planning horizon associated with the three-year GRC cycle and 
reducing the company's incentive to add to rate base to increase 
earnings. 

"3. To prepare the company to operate effectively in the increasingly 
competitive energy utility industry. This entails providing 
greater flexibility (or management to take risks combined with a 
greater assignment of the consequences of those risks to the 
company. 

"4. To reduce the administrative cost of regulation. 

II Again, it is not sufficient to define these objectives for a regulatory 
reforn\ experiment. We must also ensure that the achie\'ement of 
regulatory reform docs not come at the expense of the primary 

. purpose or other relevant objectives o( regulation. We reiterate the 
standards lor review ... which the parties generally purport to 
embr<lce. The experiment n\Ust have a reasonable potentiatlor 
improving on eXisting regulation without jeopardizing regulatory 
goals, and therefore, (1) respond to the goal of safe, reliable, 
environmentally sensitive service at reasonable rates; (2) be designed 
to enable the Comm.isison to judge the ~uc(ess of the experiment 
when it is over; and (3) not in itself create unreasonable risks. we 
accept and adopt the following additional criteria: 

"I. To the extent that an individual program component or the 
proposal as a whole imposes greater risks on ratepayers, it 
should also remove, reduce, provide compensation (or, or 
transfer those risks to the utility. This does not necessarily Il\can 
that we need to require ratc reductions in rcturn (or ratepayer 

assumption of risk, notwithstanding our objective of rate 
reduction. It does Inean that the program, taken as a wholel 

should provide a reasonable balancing of the attendant risks and 
rewards. There should be an equitable sharing of the benefits 
that reform is intended to achieve. 

"2. The adopted regulatory progr<llll should maintain system 
quality, reliability, safety, and custonlcr satisfaction even as 
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expected cost reductions occur. Thus, it should prevent or 
discourage long-run disinvestment in the system that could 
otherwise result in unintended system degradation. 

"3. The progran\ should avoid or nlinimizc unintended 
consequences in interplay among various regulatory programs, 
inc1uding DSM incentivc, low income ratc assistance programs, 
etc. 

"4. The cxperimental program should be flexible enough to allow 
needed changes during its term, yet sufficiently fixed in (orm 
and content to provide a predictable framework for management 
planning and to allow evaluation. 

"5. There should be explicit provisions for a progtant of monitoring 
and evaluation whkh will enable us to becon\e aware of 
problems requiring solution during the tern\ of the experiment 
and which will provide information needed to decide on the 
progrant 01 regulation which will be implemented at the 
condllsion of the experiment." (55 CPUC 2d 592, 615-616.) 

OUf Preferred Policy Decision (0.95-12-063, as modified by 0.96-01-009) in 

the e1cctric restructuring rulemaking and investigation reiterated these goals and 

directed California's three major investor-owned utilities, including SDG&E, to 

file applications to establish separate generation and distribution PBRs: 

"Our goal is to have an improved regulatory process that o(fers 
flexibility and encourages utilities to locus on their performancel 

reduce operation cost, increase service qualitYI and improve 
productivity. At the same time, we must ensure that safetYI quality 
of service, and reliability are not compromised. There is broad but 
not universal consensus that Performance Based Ratemaking (PBR) 
can accomplish these objecH\'es by providing dear signals to utility 
managers with respect to their business dccisiol\s and helping them 
make the transition (rol'n a tightly regulated slrltcture to one that is 
more competitive. Under PBN, utility performance is rneasured 
against esttlblished benchmarks. Superior performartcel above the 
benchmarkl would receive financial rewards, and poot performance 
would result in fi~lancial penaUics to the shareholders. By providing 
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financial incenti\'es to utilities, We wi11 encourage them to operate 
more efficiently to maximize their profits." (Preferred Policy 
Decision, mimeo. at p. 82.) 

In both D.96-09~092 (adopting a PBR mech~nisn\ Edison) and D.97-07-054 

(adopting a PBR mechanism for SoCalGas), we confirmed our goals for 

developing PBR fllcchanisms: 

• Improving the efficiency and performance of the utililYi 

• Improving incentives and removing disincentives for utility cost 
reductions; 

• Simplifying and strean\lining the regulatory pt()(ess; 

• Moving rates tor all custon\er classes, in real dollars, 
steadily down the national average lor investor-owned 
utilities; 

• ~1aintaining a reasonable opportunity for the utility to 
earn a fair rate of return; and 

• Maintahling and improving quality of service .. 

Taken together, these established goals help liS to develop the framework 

for COllsidering SDG&E/
$ distribution PBR proposal. 

Background 

SDG&E has been operating under a base rate PBI~ mEXhanism since 1994. 

Edison oper,\tes under a distribution PBR mechanisnl, as described i~l 

D.96-09-092, D.98-07-077, and D.98-0S-0IS. SoCalGas also operates under a PBR 

mechanism, as described in 0.97-07-054. As approved jn 0.98-03-073, SoCalGas 

and SDG&E arc IlOW oper,lling entities within the holding company of Scmpra 

Eners}', Inc., as a result of the merger of Enova Corporation and Pacific 

Enterprises, the parent companies of SDG&E and SoCalGas, respectively. We 

will briefly review the design of each of these mechanisms. 
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TI1C process of developing an effective PBR mechanism begins with 

selecting an appropriate starting point for revenue requirernents. In this 

proceeding, we havc approved a settlen\ent for this amount, as discussed in 

0.98-12-038. Revenue requirements or rates are· then adjusted annually to 

account {or inflation and productivity, using indeXing methods. Taken together, 

inflation with the productivity o((set is tommonly described as "Consumer Price 

Index (Crl) nlinus XII or the lIupdate rule/' Incentives are then developed to 

ensure that utility decision-makers are motivated to achieve cost savings. 

Earnings shariug methallislIIs track actual earnings and share with 

r<ltepayers any earnings or losses that fall above or below a certain threshold. 

Generally, earnings sharing mechanisms have dtadl1t1llds in \vhich there is no 

sharing; Le., ranges in which only shareholder$ are at risk (or the earnings 

variations. A live band is the range of an applicable PBR performance indicator 

against which the compared utBit}' performance may result in varying rewards 

or penalties. Adopting an effective PBR mechanism requires a balance between 

providing appropriate incentives to utilities with adhering to our stated goals' of 

providing an equitable sharing of the benefits. In addition, our objective of 

encouraging the utilities to operate nlore effectively in a competitive marketplace 

suggest that these benefits must be shared with ratepayers. 

Earnings sharing methanisms may be either progressive or regressive. A 

regrt'ssive mechanism is one in which th~ utility's share decreases as cost savings 

increase. In tontmst, a I'rogrt'ssiVt' mechanisn\ is one in which the utility's share 

increases as cost savings increase. Finally, liZ" faclors apply to exogenous or 

unforeseen events that arc beyond the lltility's control and that have a n,aterial 

impact on the utility's costs. In 0.94-06·011, we adopted nine criteria (or 

determining whether the (ost impact from these imexpccted events should be 

-9-
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included in the utility's revenue requirements. In sum., the formula describing 

PBR regulation is as {onows: 

Rn = (r 4(esc -X» + Z 

where; 

R = rates or revenue requirements iil years following initial period 

n = year for which rates or revenue requirements arc determined 

r = starling point rates or revenue requirel\\cnts 

esc = escalation or inflation n\easure 

X = productivity measure 

Z = anyone-time unforeseen costs that must be accounted for 

In addition, each PBR mechanism has various performance indicators. 

These performance indicators arc designed to ensure that th~ utiHty's service 

quality, customer service, reliability, and safety do not detedorate under PBR 

regulation. The utility's perforn\ance is reviewed according to certain criteria 

and either carns a reward or su((crs a penalty. Thesc rewards and penalties arc 

in addition to allY earnings or losses achieved under the earnings sharing 

component of the n'lechanisn'l. 

SOG&E's Base Rate paR Mechanism 

SDG&E's initial PBR n'leChahislll was adopted on September I, 1994 

and applied to the period 1994 through 1998. This base rate PBR mechanism 

required a sales forecast and the 1993 GRC revenue requireJl\ents were adopted 

as the starting point for this mechanism, as ~scalated to 1994 using specific PBR 

formulas for operation and mailHenance (O&M) costs and net plant additions. 

Different inflation components were applied to labOt O&M costs (the SDG&E 

labor escalation (actor), non-labor O&M ~osts (the DRI national in"(latlon index), 

and plant additions (the Handy Whttnl3:n inflation index). Th¢ productivity 

component was fixed at 1.5% and Was applied only in O&tvl formulas. A 
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Cl1stOlncr growth factor was incorporated in both O&~f inflation factors and the 

plant additions inflation factor. 

TIlCre is no earnings sharing up to 100 basis points' above the 

authorized rate of return. The 100 basis points consist of a dcadband. Fronl tOO 

to 150 basis pOints above the authorized rate of return, a regressive sharing 

nlcchanisfll was adopted in which 75% accrues to shareholders and 250/0 accrues _ 

to ratepayers. From 150 basis pojnts above authorized rate of return, sharh\g is 

SO/50. There is no downside risk to ratepayers. No specific Z-factor tl'eatn\ent 

was adopted, but parties had the ability to (ilepctitions for modification. No 

specific exclusions were accounted for, but SDG&E could apply to request 

exciusion of certain material-external events above $500,000. A n1.idtern\ review 

was required, with reports on annual performance and annual escalation 

updates. Oiframps to the PBR nlechanism were built in at 150 basis points below 

the authorized rate of return and-300 basis points above and below the 

authorized rate of return. 

Durit\g the period 1994 through 1997, SDG&E has earned 

approximately $136 nlillion it\ after-tax dollars frOlnits earnings sharing 

n\cchanism. In 1994, SDG&E earned 94 basis points above its authorized r;;lfe of 

return, which is within the deadband. In 1995, SDG&E earned 130 basis points 

above the authorized rate of return, which is 30 basis points above the dC(ldband 

area. In 1996, SDG&E earned 152 basis points above its authorized rate of return, 

or 52 basis pOints above the deadband. In 1997, SDG&E earned 153 basis points 

above its authorized rate ot return, or 53 basis poitHs above the deJ.dband.s 

• A basis point is l/l00th of 1%; i.e., 100 basis pOints equals 1%. 
. -

S Filla11997 eanlings above authorized rate of return and corresponding shares have not 
yet been authorized by the Commission. In Resolution E·3562, dated December 17, 
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SDG&E also accrued net performance rewards of approximately $18.7 million 

through 1997. As adjusted by Resolution E-3S12, ratepayers' share of earnings 

above authorized rate of return equaled $6.8 million through 1996. Ratepayers' 

sh~re in 1997 is expected to equal approximately·$4.4 Illillion for a total of 

$11.2 nlillion over the four-year period. 

Edison's Distribution PBR MeChanIsm 

EdisonJs initial PBR nlechanisn\ was adopted in 0.96-09-092, to be 

effective (or the period 1997 through 2001. This electric distribution base rate 

PBR mechanisn\ does not require a sales forecast and the 1996 GRC revenue 

requirements, as separated transmission and distribution c:omponents, were 

adopted as the starting point for this mechanism, as escalated to 1997 using the 

nCPI - X" formula applied to rates. The inflation component <:onsists of the 

Consumer Price Index. TIle productivit}; component ramps up from 1.2% in 1997 

to 1.4% in 1998 and 1.6% in 1999,2000, and 2001. No customer growth factor is 

incorporated. 

There is no earnings sharing up to 50 basi~ points (.5%) above the 

authorized return on equity. TIle 50 basis pOints equal the deadband. This is a 

progressive sharing mechanism, with ratepayers earnit\g a range of 75% to 0 as 

tlie return on equity increases from 50 basis points to 300 basis points above the 

authorized return on equity. Similarly, shareholders earn a range of 25% to 100% 

over the san\e range. Ratepayers share in the downside risk in the sat:llC 

percentage. The COlnmission adopted specific Z-factor criteria (or Edison, as 

previously approved (or telephone utilities, with a $10 Inillion deductible. 

1998, the Commission ordered SDG&E to recalculate its reYenue sharing amounts (or 
1994 to 1997, exduding the expenses (or various employee and senior management 
incentive rewards. 
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Generation, special one-time amortization accounts, hazardous waste, research, 

design and development, demand-side management, and low-emission vehicle 

expenditures were all excluded from this PBR mechanism. A midterm review is 

required in 1999, with reports on annual perlornlance and annual escalation 

updates. The PBR nlechanism will trigger an offramp at 600 basis points above 

or below the benchmark return on equity. 

In 1997, Edison's actual return on .equity was 13.62%,202 basis 

points above the authorized return on equity. Ratepayers earned approximately 

$42.6 million from this sharing mechanisnl, with shareholders earning about 

$36.3 n'lillion.' Edison also accrued a $5 n'lillion reward for its health and safety 

performance indicators. 

SoCalGas t PBR Mechanism 

SoCalGas' PBR mechanism was adopted in 0.97-07-054, to be 

effective for the period 1998 through 2002. This base rate revenue requfrement 

PBR mechanism requires a sales forecast and the 1997 reVenue requirements 

were adopted as the starting point for this mechanism, as escalated to 1998 using 

the IICPI - XII formllla appJicd to revenue requirement per .customer. The 

inflation component consists of a weighting of the DIU inflation factors for labor 

O&~1, non-labor O&M, and capital additions. This weighting is based on the 

three California gas utilities. Then overall productivity component ramps up 

from 2.1% in 1998 to 2.5% in 2002. The produdiv.ity factor includes a stretch 

factor and takes into account declining rate basco The SoCalGas PBR incorporates 

customer growth in a revenue requirement per cliston\er adjustment. 

'These results have not yet been approved by the Commission. 
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ll1ere is no earnings sharing up to 25 basis points (.25%) above the· 

authorized rate of return. The 25 basis points equals the deadband. The 

SoCalGas PBR includes a progressive sharing mechanism, with ratepayers 

earning a range of 750/0 to 0 as the rate of return ihcreases from 25 basis poilUs to 

300 basis points above the authorized return. Sinlilarly, shareholders earn a 

range of 25% to 100% over the sante range. There is nO downside risk for 

ratepayers. The Comn\ission adopted the same specific Z·factor criteria for 

SoCatGas as \""as previously approved [or Edison, with a $5 million deductible . 

. Several programs are excluded from the PBR mechanism. A nlidterm review is 

required in the next Biennial Cost Allocation Pr<Keeding (BCAP), with reports on 

annual performance and annual escalation updates. If earnings are either 300 

basis points ab6ve the authorized rate of retufI\or 175 basis points belo,,,,, the 

authorized rate of return for two years in a row, this will trigger an offramp 

reView of the PBR mechanism. No results have been reported yet for SoCalGas' 

PBR n\echanism. 

The Proposed Settlement on Performance Indicators 

11\e proposed settlement on performance indicators addresses safety, 

reliabilit)" customer' satisfaction, and call center responsiveness, as well as certain 

customer service guarantees. Performance indicators offer rewards and penalties 

[or specific actions, as described above. Other than service guarantees, each of 

the performance indicators described below has a symmetrical reward and. 

penalty. (See Appendix B for a comparison of each party's position and the 

settlement position.) 

11\c proposed scltlernent agreement identifies certain performance 

indicators which SDG&E has agreed to withdraw. SDG&E agrees to provide to 

the" Commission and to the settling·parties an ('UUHH"} report which provides 

quarterly data for various items related to customer service, emergencies, and 
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caU center responsiveness. Because tracking systems for several of these 

measures arc not yet in place .. SDG&E proposes to begin tracking this data two 

Illonths after issuance of this decision. The first report will be submitted in early 

2000, addressing data through December 31, 1999. SDG&E agrees to withdraw its 

proposed competition enhancement and environmelltal citizenship performance 

indicators. Finally, no party opposes SDG&Eis proposal to gather data for the 

purposes of developing an electric systen\ Illaintenal1.Ce performance indicator. 

\Ve describe below each of the performance indicators proposed in the 

settlement agreement. 

Safety Performance Indicator 

The etllployee safety performance indicator is based on an 

Ckcupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) frequency stal\dard. 

This standard con'pares SDG&E's regulated OSHA-reportable lost time and non

lost tin\e injuries and illnesses to SDC&E eI1\ployee working hours, as adjusted 

for personnel changes due to the approved merger between Enova and Pacific 

Enterprises. The settlement agreement recommends the following parameters: 

Benchmark: OSHA-reportable rate of 8.80 

Decldband: +1- 0.20 

Liveband: +1-1.20 

Unit of change: 0.01 

Incentive per unit: $25,000 

l-.1aximum inccntive: +1.;. $3 I'ntllion 

Reliability Periormanc& Indfcators 

Reliability is measurcd by various benchmarks which apply to 

SDG&E/s facilities and -exclude planned outages and n,ajor events (as defined in 
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D.96-09-045V These benchmarks include the System Average Interruption 

Duration Index (SAlOl), the System Average Interruption Frequenc), Index 

(SAIFI), and the Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAIFI). 

The following rneasures are recomtliended for the SAlOl: 

Benchmark: 52 nunutes (excluding underground cable failures) for 
each year 1999, 2()()(),2001. 73 minlltes (including underground 
cable failures) for 2002. 

Deadband: () 

Liveband: +/-15 

Unlt of change: 1 

Incentive per unit: $250,000 

~1aximlm\ incentive! +/- $3.75 million 

The following measures are recommended for the SAIFI: 

Benchmark: 0.90 outages per year 

Deadband:O 

Liveband: + / - 0.15 

Unit of change: 0.01 

Incentive per unit: $250/000 

MaximuIl\ incentive:· +/- $3.75 n\illion 

The (ollowing nleaSures ar~ recommended for the MAIFI: 

Benchmark: 1.28 outages per year 

, Any events that are the direct result of failures in the Independent System Operator 
(ISO) controJled bulk power market or non-SDG&E owned transmission fadlities arc 
exduded frOln these reliability benchmarks. In addition, 0.96-09-045 defines exdudable 
major evcnts as events cauSed by earthqu.1ke, (irc, or storms of su((ident int~nsity to 
give rise to a state of emergency belngdedared by the governolenl or any other disaster 
that a (fects nlore than 150/0 of the system(acilittcs or 10% of the utility's customers, 
whichever is less lor cdeh event. (D.96-09-045, mtmco. at Appendix A, p. 2.) 
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Deadband:O 

UvebaI\d: +/- 0.30 

Unit of change: 0.015 

Incentive per unit: $50,000 

Maxin\um iru:entive: +/- $lmillion 

Customer Satisfaction Performance Jndlcatbr 

SDG&E's Customer Service Monitoring System (CS~1S) indicator 

nleasures overall custon\er satisfaction with re<:ent service transactions. The 

proposed CSMS n\easure is reconm\ended with the following parameters: 

Benchn'tark: 92.5% very satisfied 

Deadband: + / - 0.5% 

Liveband: + / - 2.0% 

Unit of change: 0.1 % 

Incentive per unit: $75,000 

Maximum incentive: +/- $1.5 1l\il1ion 

Call Center Responsiveness P~rforma"ce hidfcator 

TIlis performance indicator nleasures SDG&E/s responsiveness to 

customer telephone inquiries. TIle settlement agre~ment re<:OI'l\mends the 

following parameters: 

annual basis 

llcl\chmark: 80% of calls answered in 60 seconds, as measured on an 

Deadband:O 

Liveband: + / - 15% 

Unit of change: 0.1% 

Incel\tivc per unit: $1"0,000 

Maximtt'l1\ h\centive: + / - $1.5 nlillion 

No standard is recommended for emergency calls at this time. 
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Service Guarantees 

The settling parties recommend that certain service guarantees be 

implemented but agree that in order to prOVide adequate time [or 

implementation, SDG&E will begin these guarantees approxin\ately two months 

after the issuance of this decision, but nO sooner than April 1, 1999. 

SDG&E Illakes appointments for services when access is required to 

the customer's premises and the customer requests to be present. These 

appointments nlay be set for a four-hour window when requested by customers 

ot they lllay be set for a particular day. If SDG&E is not able to Il\eet the 

appointment conunitment, the custon\er's account will be credited with $SO. 

However, if the customer is notified at least four hours before the end of the 

appointment period, SDG&E is excused fron\ applying the credit. For 

establishn\ent of service (turn-Ol\ orders), the cllstomer will be credited with the 

applicable service establishmenrcharge ($15 or $30) rather than $SO. This 

guarantee does not apply to gas pilot light appointn'lents, or if SDG&B 

documents that the service person n'lissed the appointn'lent due to natural 

disaster, labor strike or was called to work on al\ En\ergency Order, including fire 

or explosion, broken or blowing gas line, high pressure gas, emergency carbon 

. Illonoxide, and hazardous leaks. Emergency Orders are excluded from this 

guarantee, due to SDG&E's public safety obligations. 

When a customer requests a date for a permanent new service 

establishment, SDG&E will turn on the new service on the day promised (prior to 

Illidnight) or credit the clistomer's account with the service establishment charge 

($15 for electric service; $30 for both gas and electric sen:ice). The credit will not 

apply if at least 2·1 hours' notice of a date change is provided to the customer. 

Notice provided by message left on an answering machine or voice litail is 

sufficient. For the guarant~c to be valid, there must be open access to the f.lCilily 
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and the meter panel or gas service; all required inspections must be completed 

and approved; there must be no threats of harm to employees; and credits will be 

paid only when the customer is currently without service. SDG&E agrees to 

develop a centralized complaint trackingsystenl"and will provide annual rcports 

to the Commission and to settling parties on results achieved. 

Discussion of Settlement on PerfOrmance Indicators 

This is an i'uncontested settlement" as defined in Rule 51(0, i.e., a 

seUlen\ent that " •.. is not contcsted by any part}' to the proceeding within the 

con'Ul\ent period after service of the stipulation ot settlemcI\t on all parties to the 

proceeding." Rule 51.1 (e) requires that settlement agreements must be 

reasonable in light of the whole 'record, consistent with the law, and in the public 

interest. 

D.92-12-019 considered a settlement of the SDG&E 1993 General Rate Case. 

In that decision, theComIllission'outlincd four crHerta that nutst be satisfied in 

order [or the Con'Ullission to approve a1\ all-party settlement. The proposed 

settlenlent must specify: 

Jla. that it commands the unanin\ous sponsorship of all active parties to 
the instant proceeding; 

lib. that the sponsoring parties are fairly reflective of the affected interests; 

"c. that no tcrm of the settlement contravenes statutor}' prOVisions or prior 
commission dedsions; ... and 

lid. that the settlement conveys to the commission suUicient information to 
discharge our future regulatory obligatiOJ\s with respect to the parties 
and their interests." (0.92-12·019,46 CPUC2d '538,500-551 (1992).) 

We are satisfied that the proposed seUlemellt commands the sponsorship 

of all active parties sponsoring testil'nony on perfOrtllance indicatots: The 

sponsoring parties reflect a broad spectrum of a (Ceded interests. ORA reprcsel\ls 
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ratepayers in general, while UCAN represents residential and small commercial 

ratepayers in particular. Large customers, governmental interests, and 

agricultural customers arc represented by FEA, City of San Diego, and Farm 

Bureau. CeUE represents the interests ofutililY'employees in reliability and 

safety issues. NRDC co)\siders the effeets of such deterininations upon the 

environn\ent and SDG&E obviously considers the impact of the settlement on its 

shareholders. ConSidering the thorough review of SDG&E/s proposals and the 

broad spectrum of interests supporting the proposed settlemerttJ we ate satisfied 

that sponsoring parties fairly reflect the affected interests. 

TIle settlement is reasonable in light of the whole rccord and do~s not 

contravene any statute or prior CpIlU'I\ission decision. SDG&E submitted 

extensive testimony and workpapers supporting its recon\lJ\ended revenue 

requiren\ent increases. SimilarlY/,ORA and UCAN cOl\ducted thorough 

investigations and analysis of SDG&E's request and developed their own 

recommendations. FEA, CeUE, and NRDC also submitted testimony addressing 

performance indkators. 

111US, the extensive testimony served by the settling parties provides 

sufiicient information to the Con\mission to properly judge the reasonableness of 

the settlement and to discharge its future regulatory responsibilities. Parties have 

. included a comparison exhibit, pursuant to Rule S1.1(e), which allows us to 

compttrc original positions to the proposed settlement amounts. The settlement 

is the result of the parties compromising and reaching agreement on their widely 

divergent positions, resulting in agreement on performance indicators related to 

safety, reliability, customer satisfa~tiOl\, call center responsiveness, and service 

guarantees related to missed appofntolclUS mid new installations. 

SDG&E cal\ earn or lose a maximun\ of $14.5 ll\illion (rom the "rewards and 

penalties associated with pcr(olJnaricc indicators. We arc satisfied that this 
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scttlement is in the public interest and avoids costly litigation Oil these issues. 

"rVe will make specific findings related to the proposed reporting requiren\cnts, 

whkh We discllss in the section addressing timi.ng of reports, tcnn of the PBR 

nlechanism, and comprehensive reviews. 

SDG&e·s PropOsal 

SDG&E proposes to' establish a completel}' ncw PBR 1l1cchanism for the 

period 1999-200i, but with the prefetence that this PBR n\~hanisn\ would be 

perpetua1. SDG&E proposes a rate index PBR) i.e., rates would be directly 

adjusted each year for escalation and a productivity offset. Rather thMY the·usual 

sharing mechanism in which anlOunts to be shared arC flowed back to ratepayers 

as a one-time adjustment, SDG&E proposes to use the sharing mechanism to 

adjust the starting point ftom which future rates are cAlculated. SDG&H 

characterizes this mechanism as a sell-calibrating tate rnechanism, in which 

information on the results of one year's performance is uscd to adjust the starting 

point for setting rates in future years. SDG&E argues that its proposed PBR 

mechanism should be evaluated in light of balancing all components of the 

mechanism. Although its parent con\pany recently mcrged with Pacific 

Enterprises (the parent of SoCalGas), SDG&E states that SoCatGas' PBR design 

(omponents arc not applicable. 

Rate Indexing 

The rate indeXing mechanism is captured in the (ollowing formula: 

Rate(,,) == (Rate (~t' • (1 + Esc - X» + or - Z 

where Rate == electric distribution rate component or gas base rate 

component; 

n == year for which rates arc being deternlined 

Esc == escalation or inflation factor 

x == productivity (actor; and 
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Z == exogenous factors to be either added or subtracted 

SDG&E argues that a rate indexing mechanism is simpler and more direct 

than either a revenue requirement indexing mechanisnl or a rcvenue-per

customer indexing Illechanislll. Each rate component is adjusted annually 

according to the above formula. A revenue requirement indexing formula 

applies an index to a total revenue requirement. The resulting revenue 

requirement is then used to establish rates through llse of a forecast of kilowatt 

hours or thernls delivered. Balancing accourHs arc used to true-up the revenue 

an'l.ount when subsequent actual volumes do not match. l1lCse mechal\isn\s often 

include a component to account [or customer growth. A rate mechanism usually 

docs not include such a component and applies an indexing formula directly to 

rates. 

SDG&E argues that a rate indeXing mechanism is appropriate because the 

Con'lmission has eliminated the Electric Revenue Adjush'llent Mechanism 

(ERAM), which was the balancing account used to true-up the revenue 

requiremelUs for recorded sales versus forecast sales on the eleCtric side. SDG&E 

also proposes to eliminate the Gas Fixed Costs Accolmt (GFCA) as of the 

beginning of 1999. If both of these accounts are eliminated and a rate indexing 

mechanism is used, SDG&E asserts that it is now subject to the risk of variations 

in delivery qualltities. If actual delivered throughput (whether kilowatts or 

therms) differs from the throughput used to determine the initial starling r.lte, 

SDG&E will either gain revenue through greater sales or lose revenue if sales arc 

less than forecast. Because thete is no adjustment for custon\er growth, SDG&E 

is at risk to recover the costs of new customers out of the re\'ellUe stemn\ing {rom 

the incteas~s in volumes delivered. 
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Escalation 

As described in Exhibit 74, SDG&E's proposed escalation measure is based 

on historical and forecasted industry-specific data, published quarterly. Separate 

escalation factors arc used for electric and gas. Each proposed index is designed 

to n\easure changes in prke levels of labor, nonlabor and capital inputs 

purchased by utilities. SDG&E asserts that this nlethodology is superior to using 

a Ilational aggregate price index, such as the CPI, because these CPI-type indices 

arc not designed to provide a framework (or analyzing changes in the price level 

o( inputs purchased by utilities, but n\casure econoDly-wide changes in the price 

level of goods and scrviccs. 

The base rate cost indices proposed by SDG&E arc composed of national

level utilit}'-spedfic cost indices obtained front the Standard & Poor's 

DRI/McGraw-HiIl Economic and Utility Cost Forecasting Services (DRI). The 

componellt national level utility cost indices are combhled into base rate cost 

indices using expenditure weights developed fronl historical expenditures by 

electric and gas utilities located in California. SDG&E explains that the base rate 

cost indices arc designed to n\NlSUre changes in the price level of inputs that 

California electric distribulion and gas utilities purchase to operate and maintain 

public utility assets. 

This cost escalation proposal is generally based on the methodology 

adopted for SoCalGas in 0.97-07-054. SDG&E proposes to usc average hourly 

e.nnings for electric1 gas, and sanitary services as the basis for its labor cost index 

for both electric distribution and gas. Historical dahl is reported b}' the United 

States Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and this data forn's the basis of the DRI 

labor cost index referred to as AHE49NS. Forecasts of this index are readily 

available f~om DIU. The proposed labor cost index differs slightly fron\ that 

adopted for SoCalGas, which is based on two indices. 
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111e proposed index for electric distribution nonlabor O&M expenses 

utilizes five DRI cost indices: total distribution plant O&M cost index 

OEDOMMS), customer accounts operation cost index OECAOMS), customer 

service and information operation cost index OECSIIO~1S), sales operation cost 

index OESALOMS), and total administrative and general 0&1\1 cost index 

OEADGOMMS). SDG&E proposes to use the DR) total gas utility nonlabor O&M 

cost index OGTOTALMS), the same index adopted for SoCaiGas. 

The ptoposed cost index for capital-related electric distribution costs is 

based on an estimate of the rental price of electric distribution utility structures, 

which is estiiIlated fron\ three da-ta series obtained fronl DRI: rental price of 

capital .. nOl\residential structures-public utilities (ICNRCOSTPU); chain type 

price index - investment in nonresidential structures - public utilities 

(PCWICNRPU), and the Handy-Whitman electric utility construction cost index· 

total distribution plant, Pacific Region OUEPOOPCF). All of these indices are 

obtained from DRt. The proposed cost index for capital related gas costs is based 

on an estimate of the rental price of gas utility structures, which is estimated from 

three data series obtained (ronl DRI: rental price of capital- nonresidential 

structures-public uti1itie~ (ICNRCOSTPU)i chain type price index - investment in 

nonresidential structures - public utilities (PCWICNRPU), and the Handy

Whitman gas utility construction cost index-total plant, Pacific Region 

OUG@I~CF). 

While the fundamental basis of the capital-related cost indices is the same 

as that adopted (or SoCalGas, SDG&E proposes to use a three-year moving 

aver<lge of the rental price of utility structures to calculate the capital-related cost 

indices. SDG&E believes this approach reduces the volatility related to rental 

prices of public utility structures which means that annual changes in the base 

rates escalated with these indices arc less variable. 
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The cost indices for electric distribution and gas base rates are each a 

weighted average of the component cost indices for labor, nonlabor, and capital

reJated expenses, as described above. The weights used to construct the 

weighted average are based on average state-level electric distribution 

expenditures or gas utility expenditures expressed in real 1996 dollars (or the 

period 1992-1996. The annual adjustments for electric distribution base rates 

average 1.9% per year from 1993 through 1996 compared to average projected 

adjustments of 1.2% per year Iron11997 through 1999. The annual adjustments 

. for gas base rates average 2.50/0 per year fron\ 1996 through 1996 conlpared to an 

average projected adjustment of 1.9% per year fl'on\ 1997 through 1999. 

SDG&E's e$calation proposal has not been challenged. Starting in the year 

2000, SDG&E proposes to use the percentage changes in the base rate cost indi~es 

in the rate indexing formulae to adjust the electric distribution and gas base rates 

for changes itl the cost of inputs purchased by the utility. Exhibit 28 

dernonstrates that electric escalation is forecasted to average 1.2%, which is 

120 basis points below the CPI, which ORA forecasted to average 2.4% over the 

1997·2002 time period. 

SDG&E will continue to rely on the Market Indexed Capital Adjustn\cnt 

Mechanism (MICAM) to true-up the cost of capital in base rates for significant 

changes in nominal interest rates. SDG&E explains that the capital-related cost 

indices provide a basis (or partial annual adjustll\ents to base rates for changes in 

the cost of c<lpital. These partial adjustments would only affect base rates in . 

years when l\·HCAt-.1 is not triggered. MICAM adjustments are only made after 

interest rates change by 100 basis points or more frOln the previous benchmark.' 

'Interest rates arc measured by averaging the yield on a single-A utility bonds over a 
six-month period from April to September. 
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In years when a MICAM adjustment is triggered, the annual cost of capital 

adjustments embedded in the PBI{ cost escalation proposal would be trued up to 

the MICAM adjustment cost of capital. 

. Productivity Factors 

. SDG&E proposes to apply a O.9~ productivity factor for electric 

distribution and a 0.68 productivity factorior gas. These factors were developed 

from a national utility industry study conducted by Christensen Associates, 

which developed Total Factor Productivity (fFP) indices. A TFP index measures 

the ratio of its output quantity index to its input quantity index. It compares the 

growth trend in the unit cost of the industry to the trend in prkes of labor, capital 

services, and other production inputs. 

SDG&E argues that an industry-wide study is appropriate to develop 

productivity factors because this approach is comparable to the operation of . 

competitive ni.arkets. SDG&E states that this study was undertaken in response 

to the Commission's direction in D.96-09-09~, the Edison PBR decision: 

liThe price and productivity values should come from national or 
industry measures and not fron\ the utility itself. The productivity 
measure should come fron\ a forecast of industry-specific 
productivity." (0.96-09-092, mimoo. at p. 15.) 

Despite the fact that its proposed productivity factors arc less that\ those 

adopted for any other energy utility, SDG&E asserts that no stretch factor is 

. necessary. A stretch ft1ctor is an addition to the productivity factor to ensure that 

the utility to which it is applied is indeed "stretching" to achieve efficiency gains. 

SDG&E argues that the use of a stretch fc,ctor is only appropriate when there is a 

change from traditional ratemaking to PBR, when there is the presumption that 

significant efficiency gains nlay be realized, or when there is uncertainty about 

the level of an appropriate productivity factor. In SDG&E's view, none of these 

circltmstnnces apply. SDG&E also argues that because the earnings sharing 
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calibration guartU\tees any gains will benefit customers in future ye<1fs, the 

calibration approach is essentially a stretch factor. Finally, SDG&E urges us to 

consider its proposed productivity factors in conjunction with the proposed 

escalation methodology. SDG&E contends that ttsing a utility-specific inflation 

index makes achieving productivity gains more difficult because the update rule 

will result in a lower fjgure than if a di[(el'cnt llleasure of inflation were used. 

Earnings Sharing 

SDG&E's proposed syn\metrical earnings sharing mechanism is designed 

to itlcorporate a self-calibrating feature to the rate setting forn\Ula. Hather than 

providing customers with a one-tin\c adjustment based on the outcome of the 

sharing mechanism, SDG&E proposes to adjust the next year's indexing of rates. 

The actual net operating income is compared to that of the authorized rate of 

return. The difference is then subjed to earnings sharing. The proposed 

n\echanism contains a symmetricall00~basis-point deadband, i.e., shareholders 

are responsible (or the first 100 basis points (1 %) over or under the authorized 

r,1(e of return. Outside the deadband, in the liveband, 200/0 of any gains Qf losses 

is flowed through to the ~ustomer through an adjustment to the next year's rates. 

The deadband is designed to ac~ount for gains alld losses associated with 

routine operi\tion of the company. SDG&E acknowledges that its proposed 

deadband is larger than that adopted for either Edison (50 basis points around 

Edison's authorized rclurn on equity) or SoCalGas (25 basis points above 

SoCalGas' authorized mte of return). SDG&E argues that its deadband should 

be wider than Edison's because 1) short-run temperature-based sales fluctuations 

are more volatile for gas customers than electric customers, 2) the deadband 

should account for changes in throughput resulting fron\ electric industry 

restructuring, and 3) rell\Oving generation and transmissiinl from the PBR means 

that the earnings sharing ~omponcnt operates on lower overall net operating 
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income. Because SoCalGas did not eliminate the Core Fixed Cost Accountl 

SDG&E contends that the Commission explicitly adjusted SoCalGas' deadband 

downward to account for the reduced risk of routine operations. SoCaIG<'ls' 

deadband is also adjusted to account for a declining rate base. 

SDG&E explains that the self-calibrathlg nature of its proposed sharing 

mechanism justifies the low 20% it proposes to "share" with cllstomers. 

According to SDG&E1 the 20% adjustment in rates would be carried f()rward 

indefinitely and would compound through the term of the PBR mechanism. The 

savings compound over time, because the prospective adjustments to rates are 

permanent. SDG&E maintains that such adjustments ensure that shareholders 

and ratepayers won't have to pa}' taxes On the difference between what would 

have been collected under more traditional earnings sharing mechanisms and the 

proposed mechanism. SDG&E admits that the power of the earnings sharit\g 

mechanism is inextricably tied to· the tern\ of the n\echanism. The proposed 

sharing rate of 20% of actual returns above deadband is associated with the 
-

proposed five-year initial term for the mechanism. Due to the compounding 

effect, if a longer tenn were adopted, SDG&E states that a lower sharing 

percentage would achie\:e the same effect. If a shorter tero\ were adopted, a 

higher sharing percentage would be required to achieve the san.\e impact. 

SOG&E rC(ommends that the sharing mechanism be sYr\\metrical, i.e., any losses 

outside of the deadbat\d would be reflected in permanent increases in rates using 

the same self-calibr.lting approach. 

SDG&E believcs that a "utility's best incentive to pursue productivity

enhancing investments would be to allow the utility to rc'fain 100% of the benefit 

of those investments." (Exhibit 8, p. PBRS-5.) While acknowledging that this 

approach is unlikely to be implemented, SDG&E rccommcnds that a symmetrical 

sharing mechanism with a reasonably large dead band makes sense according to 
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economic theory and in terms of equity because the deadband is sized to the 

amount of risk absorbed by the utility and still allows customers to share in the 

efficiency gains. Thus, the proposed earnings sharing mechanism is neither 

progressive nor regressive. While recognizing that the bulk of the benefits accrue 

to the utility, SDG&E believes this is counteracted by compounding the 

customers' share of the gains in future years. 

Z factor and Exclusions 

SDG&E rccommends that the nine criteria adopted for Z-factor tteabUent 

in Edison's and SoCalGas'.PBR be applied to its proposed mechanism. 

Pursuant to "the cost of service settlement adopted in D.98-1~-038, ('erlain 

costs will not be included itl the PBR mechanism, but arc subject to other forms of 

ratemaking. Tree-trintming expt'llses arc not included in the PBR sharing 

mechanism, but are subject to a one-way balancing account. For the duration of 

the PBR period, revenues and incurred expenses for tree trimming will be 

excluded from the indexing mechanism and from recorded base rate revenue 

expenses before SDG&E calculates its actual earned rate of return for revenue 

sharing purposes.' In addition, costs attributable to senior exc<:utive retirement 

plans or executive bonuses are also excluded from the indexing mechallisn\ and 

from earnings sharing during the PBR period. The costs for the Natural Gas 

Vehicle (NGV) program will be excluded for the year 2000 update rule because 

they are recovered under the NGV balancing account, which is expected to be 

eliminated at the end of 2000. Futur~ costs related to the Cat,lstrophk Event 

Memorandum Accol1lH (CEMA) and the Gas Hazardous Substilllce Cost . 

, If SDG&E achieves and docllr.l~nts a 50% reduction in tree-trimming expel\S('s from its 
1999 budget, SDG&E may request termination ofbatancing account (rcaln'cltt. 
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Recovery Account will be recovered through those respective balancing accounts, 

not through the PBR. 

Offramps 

SDG&E proposes to retain the o(framps existing in its base rate PBR 

n\echanism. There is a voluntary of{ramp at 150 basis poitHs below the 

authorized r<lte of return and a nlandatoI}' review of the mechanism if SDG&E's 

actual rate of return varies by 300 basis pOints from the authorized rate of return. 

SDG&E docs not propose a new mechanism to update for ('hanges in the 

cost of capital. SDG&E's current cost of capital mechanism, the MICAM, is 

proposed to continue unless changed by the cost of capital proceeding which is 

to be filed in ~1ay 1998.1~ The results of that proceeding will be incorporated into 

the 1999 starting pOint rates. Changes resulting from the MICAM or any 

subsequent nlechanisol will be incorporated in future annual indexing changes. 

Elimination of the Gas Fixed Cost Account (GFCA) 

SOG&E proposes to eliminate the CFCA as it applies to SDG&E's gas base 

costs as of the beginning of 1999. SDG&E olaintains this approach is consistent 

with COInmission policy and with its proposed establishment for rate indexing. 

On the electric side, ERAM was eliminated in 0.97-10-057. SDG&E explains that 

there is no reason to track differences between forecasted and actual sales with a 

rate index PBI{ mechanism. 

ORA's Proposal 

ORA agrees that a rate indexing mechanism should be adopted, but 

otherwise prefers a PBR mechanisn\ modeled after SoCaiGas' PUI~. ORA 

10 SDG&E's cost of c.'pital application was filed in May 1998. A decision in that 
proceeding is expected in the Spring of 1999. 
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proposes that a stretch (actor be added to SDG&E's proposed productivity 

factors, that a 25-basis-point deadband be adopted, and that a progressive 

sharing mechanism similar to SoCalGas' be "dopted. ORA (on tends that there is 

little evidence to support the workings of SDG&E's proposed self-calibration 

mechanism, which has not been adopted by any other public utilities commission 

in the United States. 

ORA recommends that a stretch factor of 100 basis points be applied to the 

productivity factors proposed by SDG&E. ORA points out that all other energy 

utilities operatit\g under a PBR nlechallism have stretch factors incorporated 

within their productivity factors. ORA dismisses SDG&B's use of the results of 

the Christensen Associates' study of the productivity of a national sample of 

utilities, which recon,mends a .92% productivity factor for electric and .68% for 

gas operations. ORA reminds us that the (on'pOl\ent utilities in this study 

consisted largely of utilities subjeCt to traditional cost of service regulation. ORA 

contends that basing an average productivity factor on utilities under such 

traditional regulation results in Ollly an average productivity factor, which is not 

appropriate to be applied to SDG&E. ORA recommends that we consider a 

paper prepared by the National EcollOInic Research Associates (NERA) 

(Reference Iten\ G). This study found that the average total factor productivity of 

electric utilities incteased by 2.08% pcr year over the period 1984-1994, which is 

even greater than the 1.94% ORA proposes (or electric operations. 

\Vhile ORA admits that the mechanics ofSDG&E's proposed escalation 

methodology Illay result ill )'nore challenging productivity improvements, ORA 

submits that this effect is irrelevant. ORA Ie(omn\cnds that use of ,\ utility

specific inflation index is app~opriate because it reflects the actual inflationary 

pressures experienced by the distributiOl\ utility, rather that\ a more broadly 

based measure that reflects the performance of all sectors of the eco)\9my. 
, . J 
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ORA asserts that SDG&E's proposed mechanism is inequitable and 

continues the results of the base rate PBR. In ORA's view, the fact that SDG&E 

was able to earn approximately $130 million above its authorized rate of return 

over the past (our years, with ratepayers receiving approximately $11 million, is 

evidence that the previous PBR mechanism was overly generous to shareholders. 

ORA beJieves that a more equitable mcchanisnl would have shared the 

$130 nlillion equally between shareholders and ratepayers. ORA explains that 

the nlajority of the $130 nliJIion accruing to shareholders caDle from earnings 

within SDG&E's deadband. ORA fears that the wide deadband proposed by 

SDG&E in this: proceeding could lead to sinlilar results. Thus, ORA rcconlmends 

that a 25-basis-point deadband be adopted (or SOC&E, identical to·that adopted 

for SoCaiGas. 

While ORA supports a rate in:rlexil'lg nlechanism because this approach 

sends the proper signals to utility management to control costs of operation, ORA 

also recommends that any excess earnings above the authorized rate of return be 

used to accelerate the recovery of transition costs. Under ORA's proposal, these 

eXceSs earnings would be credited to the Transition Cost Balancing Ac(otmt 

(TCBA). "ORA docs not believe that increasing electric sales should lead to 

higher profits for SDG&E absent some improved corporate performance that 

accompanies those increased sales." (ORA opening brief, at p. 14.) 

ORA recommends the san'e progressivc sharing approach adopted for 

SoCalGas. ORA maintains that this approach correctly aligns shareholder and 

ratepayer interests by awarding an increasingly higher proportion of earnings 

above the authorized rate of return to shareholders when SDG&E achieves morC 

difficult efficiencies and cost savings. 

ORA supports SDG&E's proposed Z-{actor treatment, but also urges us to 

appl}' Z-factor treatment to Postretiremellt Benefits Other thal'l Pellsions (PBOPs). 
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According to OH/\, several decisions state that PBOP costs shall be recovered 

through a Z-factor adjustment in annual filings. If this approach is not adopted, 

ORA is concerned that unreasonable windfall profits will accrue to utility 

shareholders. ORA contends that the Z-factor ratemaking apptoMh for PBOPs 

applies to energy utilities as well as telecomrnunication utilities .. 

ORA supports SDG&E's proposal tocUminate the GFCA, but recommends 

that it be terminated as of April 30, 1999/ which is the date that coincides with the 

ending month of the account's annual cycle. The GFCA recotdsthe difference 

between authorized base revenue requirement and rccovery of base revenues . 

plus other charges related to the h'aIlspOttation and delivery orgas. The 

Conunission authorizes the base revenue requirement and a recoVery ratc based 

on predicted Vohulles or gas sales as part of SDG&E's Biennial Cost Allocation 

Proceedings (BCAP). The purpose of the GFCA is to ttack expenses and 

revenue$ over an annual cycle and the account's ovcr- or undel'collection at the 

end of the cycle depends on how closely actual sales match forecasted sales. 

ORA is concerned that SDG&E's proposal to terminate the account as of 

January 1, 1999 would resuH in considering only a partial yearly cycle (or this last 

year, which would result in SDG&H accruing an undercollection of as much as 

$8 million, which would then have to be collected (tom ratepayers. This e((ect 

occurs because residential heating loads cause nl0nthly revcilues to accrue to the 

GFCA in a consistent annual pattern. Revenues collected Dec~mbcr through 

l\1arch exceed recorded expenses, while revenues collected April through 

November are not equal to expenses. TIlereCore, the account's balance is 

generally closer to zero at th('! end of the winter heating season, alld ORA 

recommends that this account be tCClllhlated at that time. 
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UCAN·s Proposal 

ueAN believes that a PBR mechanism must demonstrably benefit 

cllstomers and should be designed to put downward pressure on rates. UeAN 

argues that the PBR l1\echanism should model competition where it does not 

exist and that the interests of the ratepayers are a critical consideration in 

approving a PBR proposal. 

UCAN recommends that a revenue-per-customer index olethod be 

adopted for a PBR mechanism to las·t five years, expirhlg at the time when the 

merger savings mechanism expires. UeAN asserts that the revenue-pc roO 

customer Il:\ethodo1og}' counters SDG&E's incentive to increase sales, is 

consistent with Christensen Associates' study of productivity estimates, avoids 

the problen\ of windfalls accruing to SDG&E, and sends proper signals regarding 

costs, i.e., to reduce utility energy service costs per customcr. UeAN explains 

that the revenue-pcr-customer approach can be implemented using rccorded 

data, although it agrees that a der'nand forecast is necessary {or purposes of 

retaining the GFCA. 

UCAN asserts that a PBR o\echanism nlusl distinguish between monopoly 

and competitive services and thcrefote recommcnds that three separate PBR 

mechanisms be adopted. UeAN asserts that under a single PBR ll\echanism, 

SDG&E could cross-subsidize efficiency·losses in one area with gains in another 

and recommends that the PBR mechanisms should be separately unbundled into 

electric wires, electric metering and billing, gas pipes, and gas metering and 

billing. 

UeAN believes that SDG&E's proposed productivity fa~tors are too low. 

UeAN states that SDG&E's current productivity le\'eI is 1.5% and should not be 

decreased to .92% 01\ the electric side. UCAN explains that an X factor or an 

indexing method should be selected so that ratepayers are at least as well off 
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under PBR regulation as they would have been under traditional r,ltemaking. 

Because SDG&E's electric revenues will increase morc rapidly than the iJlcrease 

in the number of customers as throughpllt per customer grows, UeAN asserts 

that SDG&E/s revenues arc weighted towards throughput. Thereforc, 

Christensen Associates' model which is based largely on number of CllstOlllers 

served is inappropriate. 

UeAN agrees that a "base" productivity (actot of 0.92% (or eleCtricity and 

0.68% (or gas, assuming revenue per customer, is appropriate. UeAN also 

re(omn\ends that a stretch factor be applied to these base figures and argues that 

stretch factors arc appropriately applied t6 industries facing competitive 

pressure .. UCAN re(oIltn\ends a stretch factor of 0.75% for electric and gas 

distribution aI\d 1.00% for metering and billing, because (ommunications 

technologies and impacts of competition ate improving pioductivily more 

rapidly. As adjusted (or issues addressed by the cost of seryice settletnentand to 

remove one-time costs, as demonstrated in Exhibit 32, updated by Exhibit 33, 

UCAN proposes a productivity (actor of 1.9% for the PBR applying to electric 

wires (electric distribution), 2.0% for the PBR applyiilg to electric and gas 

. metering and billh\g, and 2.2% for the PBR applying to gas pipes (gas. 

transmission and distribution). 

UCAN believes that it is critical to adopt a similar sharing mechanism as is 

established (or SoCalGas. UCAN asserts that SDG&B and SoCalGas share gas 

service persons, customer service functions and allocate COl\\n\on adminislr"Uvc 

and general (A&G) costs. Thereforc, UCAN agrees with ORA that a progressive 

earnings sharing mechanism sirniJar to SoCalGas' should be adopted, with a 

25-basis·point deadband for electric and gas distribution and no sharing of 

. losses, but rc(ommends that the GFCA be retained. 
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UCAN recommends a different deadband for electric and gas metering 

and billing functions. UCAN proposes that a deadband of after-tax profits above 

the benchmark rate of return equal to 1 % of total n\etering and billing revenues 

be used for earnings sharing in the proposed metering and billing PBR. UCAN 

explains that this figure is approximately equal to the combined electric and gas 

distribution deadbands as a percentage of revenue and reflects the GFCA. 

UCAN recommends that ratepayers receive 70% of it\aen\ental sharing 

immediately above the deadbandl which would decline linearly to a 10% 

ratepayer share at 300 basis points above the benchmarkl or 10% of revenue for 

metering and billing. This approach would encourage savings by SDG&E while 

ensuring that ratepayers obtain significant sharit\g over a wide range of 

outcon\es. 

UCAN recommends that the GFCA be retained because gas sales 

fluctuations are largely weather driven. More importantlYI UCAN believes that 

eliminating the GFCA creates perverse incentives under any PBR n\echanisn\, but 

particularly under SDG&E's calibr<lted sharing mcchanisnl. According to 

UCAN, vcry cold weather could increase sales and result in a large cash surplus 

accruing to SDG&E, \\.'hich must then be spent or returned to customcrs. UCAN 

maintains that this perverse incentive prompts SDG&E's proposal to impleme.nt a 

widc deadband, but argucs that rctaining the GFCA eliminates risk and has the 

advantage of narrowing the deadband required by SDG&E. 

UCAN agrees that Z factors should be limited to those costs successfully 

mecting the nine criteria adopted for Edison and SoCalGas. UCAN proposes 

limited Z factors and offramps and maintains that public purpose programs 

should be excluded from PBR lreatmcntl as well as direct access costs, pensions, 

premium paymcnts made by a((iIiates for labor transfers and intellectual 

property, generation-related franchise fees, and nonrecurriilg costs. UCAN 
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asserts that we should also consider reopcning thc PUR structure in the event that 

significant changes are made to the responsibility of the utilit}, for providing 

services or equipment. UeAN argucs that the 150-basis-point voluntary offramp 

should be removed} but that the 3OO-basis-point bfframp be expanded to 400 

basis points. 

FEAJs Proposal 

FEA recommcnds a rate indcx similar to that in place for Edison, FEA 

belicves that a rate index is logical and straightforward and opposes a revcnue

per-customcr approach. FEA contends that the proposed productivity factor for 

elcctric operations is too low and ieCon\n\cnds a Multi"Pdctot Productivity (MFP) 

analysis yielding a productivity factor of 1.17%. 

FEA prefers EdisOl\'S progressive sharing mechanism based on return on 

equiLy, but does not oppose the usc of SoCalGas' progressive sharing based On a 

benchmark rate of return. FEA asserts that SDG&E}s proposed deadband is too 

wide and would allow SDG&E to reap substantial bencfits. FEAexplains that 

this proposed deadband is equivalcnt to $24 million in revenues and 

$14.5 tuillion in operating inCOl\\e, assuming a tax rate of 40%. While 

acknowlcdging that the deadband encompasses both gains and losses, FEA is 

concerned that the first $14.5 nlillion of benefits (or losses) would go to 

sharcholders before customers see any benefits. FEA assumes that since the PBR 

is designed to encourage improvements in productivity, SDG&E would tend to 

seck out e((iciencies and earn in excess of its benchn\Mk rate of return, all things 

bcing equa1. 

PEA points out that the deadbands for other> mcchanisn\s ate significantly 

more narrow than 100 basis points. Edison has a PUR with al\ earnings sharing 

deadband of 50 basis pOints above or below alithorized return 011 equity. Since 

equity comprises apprOXimately 50% of SDG&E/s capital stniclure, a 50-basis-
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point deadband on return on equity translates to a 2S-basis-point deadband on 

authorized rate of return. The SoCalGas earnings sharing deadband is 25 basis 

points above the benchmark rate of return, but has no similar deadband for 

losses. 

PEA believes SDG&E's proposed 20% calibration mechanism is inequitable 

to customers. PEA reconlmends a progressive sharing mechanism, as is currently 

in pla~e (or both Edison and SoCalGas. PEA asserts that this progressive 

structure is more reasonable because it provides custon\ers with the benefit of 

most of the initial savings gains, which arc those most easily accomplished. As 

n\ol'e difficult efficiency gains are achieved, shareholders appropriately retain 

more earnings. 

FEA believes that the self-calibratil\g n\cchanisnl benefits cust011\erS only 

in circumstances where there is a large one-time savings which is not repeated in 

subsequent years. As Exhibit 6 demonstrates, FEA expects that productivity 

benefits would compound over tin\e. FEA doubts the tax savings benefit of the 

self-calibration n\echanisnl alleged by SDG&E. FEA maintains that for tax 

purposes, it is in\material whether the utility makes a one-time refund to 

ratepayers or reduces rates by the same amount. 

FEA slates that Exhibits 100 and 101 demonstrate that the Edison and 

SoCalGas PSR mechanisms are more (avorable to customers than the SDG&E 

proposed approach. SDG&E's mechanism benefits consumers where earnings 

arc below the authorized rate of return, which Is contrary to PDR expectations. 

NRDC's Proposal 

NRDC recomr\\ends that a revenue-per-customer indexing mechanism be 

adopted, rather than a rate indexing approach. NRDC contends that SDG&E's 

prol-losed approach creates perverse incentives, because it would n~ward SDG&n 

for load building and sales increases. As demonstrated in Exhibit 24, a 2% sales 
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increase results in an $11.8 million increase in revenues, which approximates a 

5% increase in profits. NROC maintains that because a rate indexing mechanisl1\ 

creates penalties (in terms of reduced profits) for reduced sales, this approach 

would create a disincentive for SDG&E to pursue energy efficiency and other 

del11and-side management (DSM) measures. NRDC explains that the utilities 

will have a continued role in administering DSM programs until the end of 1999 

and nlay continue to act as contract administrators after that time. NROC asserts 

that such disincentives could lead to discouraging affiliates from investing in 

energy efficiency or promoting energy consun\ing appliances, as has occurred for 

other utility distribution companies. For these reasons, NRDC predicts that a 

rate indexing mechanism will have ~dverse environmental impacts. 

NRDC therefore supports UCAN's proposal for a revenue-per-customer 

indexing nlethodology. For electricitYI the rates in the curtent period would be 

adjusted for three factors in order to determine rates for the next period. First, 

current period rates would be n\ultiplied by the update rule (i.e., 1+ escalation -

X). Second, this result would be n\ultiplied by custonler growth (1 + custon\er 

growth). Third, this result is divided by (1 + growth in weather adjusted sales 

per cuslorner), The revenue·per-customer n\ethodology requires deriving two 

calculations: customer growth and weather-adjusted sales per customer, which 

can be obtained (rom recorded data. NRDC notes that this approach is similar to 

that adopted (or SoCaIGas. 

NRDC observes that certain concerns were expressed in Edison's POR 

proceeding regarding the revenue requirement indexing approach, which 

included the need for controversial sales forecasts or balancing accounts, the 

need for customer forecasts, incremental cost forecasts, and growth allowances, 

which are all eliminated in the revenue-per-customer mechanism, While 

acknowledging ORA's support (or the rate indexing approach, NI{OC exp1ains 
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that ORA criticizes the "windfall profits" SDG&E stands to benefit from under 

this approach and ORA proposes that earnings above the authorized rate of 

return be appHed to the TCBA to payoff transition costs as quickly as possible. 

(Exhibit 24, p. I-S.) 

NRDC also recommends that a distributed resources perforn\ance 

indicator be adopted. Distributed resources arc also known as distributed 

generation. On December 17, 1998, we instituted Rulemaking (R.) 9S-12-015, in 

which We defined distributed generation as follows: 

"Also referred to as 'distributed energy resources' (DER) or 
'distributed resources' (DR). [Distributed generation) generally 
refers to generation, storage, or demand-side management (DSM) 
devices, measures, and/or technologies that arc connected to or 
injected into the distribution level of the transmission and 
distribution (T&D) grid (i.e., ubelowll the bulk power transmission 
system). Micro-turbines, fuel cells, photovo1taics, wind turbines, 
and flywheels are some examples of [distributed generation) 
technologies. Because these devices are nlore modular and flexible 
than a large central power station, they can be located at the 
customer's premises on either the system side or the customer side 
of the meter, or at other points in the distribution system such as a 
UDC substation. [Distributed generation] covers a wide r.lnge of 
technologies and is not exclusivel}' limited to cogeneration." 
(R.9S-12-015, mimeo. at p. 2.) 

Because distributed generation has the potential to offer significant 

environmenhll and economic benefits nnd because the UDCs may have an 

important role to play in facilitating the use of these resources, NRDC advocates 

implemcnting a performance indicator rc,'mrding SDG&E for such facilitation. 

NRDC maintains that SDG&E has no incentive to facilitate the usc of distributed 

generation under current regulation and would have a disincentive to encourage 

distributed generation under a r,lte index. Even under a revenue-per-customer 

approach, NRDC believes that SDG&Ewould be neutral in encouraging lISC of 
- J 

distributed generation technologies. Therefore, NRDC recommcnds 
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implementing a performance indicator which applies a reward or penalty of 

$3 ll\ilIion to provide the necessary incentive. NRDC proposes that this 

performance indicator be adopted in the PBR proceeding, but that details of the 

performance indicator be developed in the rulen\aking. NRDC recognizes that it 

is somewhat unusual to propose such a placeholder, but asserts that it is 

important to do so now rather than wait until the term of this PBR has expired to 

develop such an incentive mechanism. 

City of San otego's proposal 

In its opening brief, City of San Diego supports a rate indexing mechanism, 

but r~ommends that a stretch factor be incorporated int6 Srx;&E's proposed 

productivity factors. City of San Diego pOints out that a margin should be 

included itl the productivity factors to protect consumers from inexact forecasts 

of future productivity trends and rccon\mcnds that SDG&E be encouraged to 

stretch beyond the amount of historical productivity in the utility industry, which 

is one of the main purposes of PBR regulation. City of San Diego recommends 

comparable productivity factors to those adopted to Edison and SoCaiGas: 1.2%, 

1.4%, and 1.6% on the electric side and 1.2%J 1.30/0, and 1.4% on the gas side. 

These values represent a midway position between the high and low proposals in 

this proceeding. Because SDG&E competes within the same industry within 

Southern California, City of San Diego beJieves productivity improvements 

should be roughly similar. 

Cit)' of San Diego esscntiall}' supports ORA's proposal and recommends 

that a progressive earnings sharing mechanism similar to SoCalGas' be adopted. 

City of San Diego asserts that the I\\erged utilities should share the same lype of 

PDR mechanism and thinks consumers in San Diego should benefit from the 

sallle type of mechanism enjoyed by t:onS\linerS in SoCalGas' service territory. 

City of San Diego prefers SoCalGas' approach over Edison's becauscfatepayers 
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arc insulated from downside risk, i.e'l they do not share in losses below the 

authorized rate of retun'. Howeverl City of San Diego recon\mends a 

50·basis-point deadband r,'ther than a 2S·basis·point deadband because if the 

GFCA is eliminated, SDG&E is at greater risk frohl sales fluctuations in gas 

throughput than is SoCalGas. City of San Diego also believes that SDG&E 

should be rewarded (or proposing al\ electric escalation factor based on utility 

industry inputs which is less advalHagcol1s to shareholders. 

Monitoring and Evaluation Stipulation 

SDG&E and ueAN each submitted recommendations concerning 

measurement and evaluation of the proposed distribution PBR n\echanism. 

Because the cost of servite settlement adopted in D.98-12-038 includes a cost of 

service review in 20021 these parties were able to teach stipulation On 

measurement and evaluation issues. 

The stipulation proposes that by February 15 of each yearl SDG&E will file 

an annual electric distribution report that addresses the perform(\nce indicators 

and earnings sharing results for the previous calendar year. This report will be 

filed by a.dvice Jetter with the Commission's Energy Division. Within 45 days 

after the end of each calendar quarter, SDG&E will submit ql1Mterly reports to 

the Energy Division and interested parties that address the 12 months-to-date 

sharing and year·to-date performance indicator results. SDG&R and UCAN 

believe that a cost of service review in 2002 precludes the necessity for a 

comprehensive review.- }tl1ture evalua.tive reports will be detern\ined in those' 

cost of service proceedings. 

SDG&E and UCAN recommend that performance over the 1999·2001 time 

frame be reviewed in a timely fashion so that this analysis can be incorporated 

into the 2002 cost of service proceeding. These parties suggest that the evaluation 

process begin early in 2001 with a workshop {acilitated by the Energy Division. 
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TIle goals of this workshop would be to develop appropriate evaluative criteria 

for the review, establish whether an independent review is necessary, and, if so, 

how it should be conducted. 

SDG&E and UCAN suggest that an independent evaluation may be 

necessary if the Energy Division and ORA indicate that they cannot conduct a 

timely and comprehensive evaluation of the PBR mechanism. According to the 

stipulation, the parties would select the independent consultant using a Request 

for Proposal (RFP) process not to exceed $400,000. SDG&E and UCAN suggest 

that the cost of this consultant be shared equally between the ratepayers and 

shareholders. If parties can't agree on a consultant, the Energy Division would 

select the consultant based on nominations {ron\ the parties. The consultant 

would enter into a contract with SDG&E, approved by the Energy Division. 

SDG&E would be able to submit its own evaluative report at the same time other 

parties or the independent consultant submit their reports. 

SDG&E and UCAN suggest that the goals of this PBR mechanism should 

be articulated in this decision and evaluation of the mechanism should be based 

on these goals. 

Discussion 

SDG&E recommends a "new and innovative approach" to PBR and 

incentive regulation. \Vhile several PBR mechanisIlls are in place, we have not 

developed consistent and rigorous evaluative criteria. Thus, we do not yet have 

measurable results delineating how incentive ratemaking motivates utility 

managen\ent. We arc always open to consideration of a "new and inn?vative 

approach" to PBR ri\temaking that will serve the public interest and achieve our 

broadly stated goals related to PBR regulation. However, we arc not convinced 

that the SDG&E proposal is the best approach to l1\eeting our goals. 
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I{ather, we are persuaded that the most reasonable and prudent approach 

is to mod~l SDG&E's distribution PBR mechanism after that adopted for 

SoCalGas \""here applicable, and (or Edison where appHcable. ORA, UCAN, and 

NRDC support the SoCalGas approach as a ntatter of general principle, as docs 

the City of San Diego. SDG&E/s approach is diflerent from both the SoCalGas or 

Edison approaches, but has elements of both. While we have olten stated that 

"one size doe$ not fit all" in terms of applying PBR nlechanisl'ns to California's 

utilities, the record demonstrates that adopting a mechanism in~orporating 

clements of both PBRs (although not as proposed by SDG&E) allows both the 

shareholders and the customers to benefit. 

The tern\ of the adopted PBR is 1999 through 2002. 0.98-12-038 adopted a 

cost of service settlement, in which parties have agreed that SDG&E must file a 

2003 cost of service study no Jater than Occernber 21, 2001. We affirm that 

recomn\endation here: \Ve also Jllake provisions for a comprehensive review, as 

discussed below. There is no dispute r~garding the escalation methodology 

proposed by SDG&Ei therefore, we adopt this methodology. (See Attachment 1.) 

\Vhile we agree with UCAN that a PBI{ J1\echanisl\\ must distinguish 

between monopol}' and competitive services, we will not adopt the proposal to 

establish separate PBR mechanisms for electric wires, electric metering and 

billing, gas pipes, and gas metering and billing. Although we are exploring the 

competitive nature of metering and billing services, UCAN's proposal is 

premature. In additioll, this approach would add needless COlllplexity to the PBR 

mechanism. 

However, we recognize it is possible that SDG&E could subsidize 

efficiency losses in competitive services with gains in monopoly services. 

Therefore, we will consider this issue during the coiuprehensive review and will 

require p<lrlies to develop nlonitoring and evaluative criteria to track such 
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possibilities, as discussed below. Similarly, we arc not convinced that a 

performance indicator for distributed generation should be established at this 

time. NRDC's proposal is premature. Such performance indicators should be 

established if we develop a particular approach (or dist~ibuted generation, as 

determined in R.98-12-01S. 

The PBR Indextng Formula 

We rllust choose between two proposals (or the indexing formula: a rate 

indexing formula or " revenue-per-customer formula. We adopt the ratc indexing 

approach. A primary purpose o{ PBR regulation is to provide the proper 

incentives to SDG&E n\anagement. We aSSUllle that SIx;&E nlanagen\cnt will 

then act on those incentives. The rafe indexing approach provides an incentive to 

increase sales. The revenue-per-custoo\er approach atternpts to n\ute this 

incentive by elin)inaUng the opportunity to profit f(om sales inaeases which do 

not result {ron\ Il)anagemcnt actions. 

However, we prefer a Rate Indexing mechanism for several rcasOI\s. First it 

is a simpler mechanislll, rcquirhlg {ewer calculations and adjustmcnts. Second, it 

is closer to the Edison meChal\ism which is mote comparable in this instance to 

the SDG&E situation; the SoCalGas revenue/customcr index was substantially 

dictated by the Global Settlcment. Thif(~, the NRDC environmental concerns are 

being addressed through other po1icies. SDG&E is required by AB 1890 to spend 

$32 million/year on demand-side managernent and energy efficiency prognlms. 

SDG&E has been operatit\g under a rate h\dcxing method throughout its PBR 

experimenti no party represents that SDG&E has failed to put forth appropriate 

efforts to achieve energy efficiency. There are other related policics it'nplemented 

{or similar environmental purposes; for example, the California Encrgy 

Con\mission has allocated many n\illions {or renewables credits and other related 

programs designed to mitigate plant emissions. The rate indexing Jl\cthod "Iso 
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comports with our goal o~ using PBR Illechanisms to assist the utilities in making 

the transition front a tightly regulated structure to one that is more competitive. 

We will adopt the rate indexing fllechanism and address any potential windfall 

by an adjustment to the mechanisJll. While recoi'nmending a rate index, ORA 

also recommends that all excess revenues be used to offset transition costs. ORA 

proposes this approach because of the concern that SDG&E could earn windfall 

profits due to a sales increase, but adl1lits that we have rcjected this approach in 

D.97-10-057. ORA also advocates eliminating the GFCAJ but proposes delaying 

its elin\inatiofl due to concern over another potential windfall because of timing, 

ORA thus strongly caution us against a potential sales windfall. As discussed 

below, we will adopt a modification to the sharing mechanism to mitigate against 

this windfall. 

We elinlinated the ERAM and Energy Cost Adjustri\ent Clause (ECAC) 

balancing accounts because of changes in the regulatory cnvironnlent. Under 

our adopted PBR, it is also appropriate to elin\inate the GFCA, to elir'ninate 

balancing account treatment (or sales volatility. While SDG&E now argues that a 

wide deadband is required to absorb the risk of salcs volatilit}t, it would be 

inappropriate to now allow SDG&E a large deadband to essentially absorb the 

"risk" of sales volatility, when it can generally be expected ftom historical trends 

that sales will increase, and under a nlte index SDG&E will have an incentive to 

increase sales when advantageous to shareholders. \Ve will adopt ORA's 

proposal to terminate the GFCA, however, we lilltst determine the most 

appropriate date on which to do so. 
I 

SDG&E proposed ending the gas ntargin (ornponent of the GFCA on 

January 1, 1999, and cstablishing another account for the rcmainlng portions of 

the GFCA. ORA agreed that the GFCA should be eJin\inated, but proposed 

ending the GFCA on April 30, 1999. ORA's position is that the GFCA should be 
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terminated as of whatcver ,month the GrCA bcgan opcration to more accurately 

accollnt for seasonal adjustments. It was later determined during hearings that 

the GFCA was initially established in May 1988, but that it may have been 

implemented to close out several other accounts; and there may have been a 

change in the way the acc()unt was calculated in August 1991. 

SDG&E opposed during hearings an April30t.\ termination date sirnply to 

avoid "customer confusion" about an additional rate change. SDC&E stated that 

1/ ••• if }tou look at the way balancing accounts are set up, It doesn't really matter 

when you tcrnlinatc the balancing account." (Trans. pg. 247.) However, in its 

Reply Brief, SDG&E stated that an 'April30\h terminatiOn date would " ... harm 

SDG&E because a revenue short(all would occur during the first quarter of 

1999." (SDG&E Reply Brief, pg. 16.) Later, in its Comrnents on the Alternate 

Proposed Decision o( Comn'lissloner Bilas, da ted March II, 1999, SDG&E shlted 

that it would not be able to colled its authorized gas revenue requirement in 1999 

i( the GFCA was elin\inated on April 30, 1999. SDG&E stated that it would 

under-recover its 1999 gas authori?ed margin by $30 nlillion. SDG&B's forecast 

of its under-recovery, and its concerns regarding the 1999 calendar year shortfall 

were not n\ade 01\ the record as written or oral testin'lony. 

11,e main purpose of the GFCA is to allow SDG&E to recover its 

authorized gas margin while balancing out the effect of actual gas sales 

compared to forecasted sales. The account itse1f balances primarily gas margin 

with actual re\'enues. As shown by Exhibit 16, the account is gener,llly 

undercol1eclcd from the spring through late (alii and then overcollected in the 
. . 

winter through early spring. Not considering the other components of the 

GFCAI if the account balance is ncar zero, then SDG&E will have recovered its 

authorized gas l'nargin through that point In time. Thc'an1ortization of the GFCA 

balance also impacts the amount of the balance at any point bl time. 
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It is difficult to determine from the record evidence of this case the exact 

starting date for the GFCA since the GFCA was not an entirely new account 

when it was established in May 1988. Our 0.87-12-039 ordered that the GFCA be 

established, partly in accordance with a settlement filed in 1.86-06-005. The 

GFCA balance was a consolidation of previously existing accounts, the . 

Consolidated Adjustment Meehanisn\ (CA~1) and the Supply Adjustment 

Mechanisn\ (SAM). SDG&E has stated in its Reply Brief and in its Comments on 

the Alternate Decision that the SAM was established in August 1978. In addition, 

it appears that the types of costs which have been included iI\ the GFCA, al'ld the 

n\anner in which the balallce has beel\ calculated, has changed over the years~ 

. We generally agree with ORA that it is appropriate for SDG&E to go 

through a {uJl /lcydeU
, but We are not able to detern\ine fron\ the record exactly 

What that cycle should be. SDG&E voked its concerns about a forccasted under

recovery of its authorized revenue requirements not in testin\ony subject to 

rebuttal, but after hearings were concluded. Its testirnony was that it really does 

not matter when the account is terminated, that the GFCA may have been a 

consolidation of other accounts, and that changes to the method of calculation 

were made in August 1991. Based on the record in this pr<xecding, we find that 

the most appropriate resolution of this matter is to simply end the GFCA as the 

balance next approaches zero. This would allow SDG&E to (ully recover its 

authorized gas m.ugin under the GFeA, while aHowing (or the impact o( actual 

gas sales cOJllpared to forecasted sales. SDG&E should file at\ advice letter the 

month before it forecasts the balance will next approach zero, but no later than 

November I, 1999. TIle advice letter should include the t~r~\ination of the GFCA 

and an amortization methodology for any remaining balance. 

- SDG&H explained in its testimoilY (Exhibit 14, p. 14-5) that the GFCA 

reflects the recovery of the base cost revenue amounts and other charges rdated 
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to the transportation and delivcry of gas. Thcse "other" charges represent the 

('arrying cost of storage inventory, thc recorded transportation chiUges billed to 

SOG&E by SoCalGas, and amounts collected for the recovery of franchise fees 

and uncoHedibles. SDG&E proposed that the orily GFCA componcnt which 

should be discontinucd is the base cost balancing component, while the "other" 

costs and revenucs should continue to be recorded in a new a('('ount. this 

proposal was unopposed, and we will adopt it. 

Using the rate indcxirtg methodology, rates \vill be determined as follows. 

The "starting pointll for electric distribution and gas rates will be the 1999 

authorized rates as determined in the Cost o{ Scrvke portion of this proceeding 

h\ D.98-12-038. In subsequent years, through·2002, electric distribution and gas 

ratcs will be deternlined by multiplying the "update rule" formula, i.e. 1 + 

Inflation - productivity, by the previous year's rates. This formu1a will be applied 

to each electric distribution and gas transportation rate and rate component, as 

described in Exhibit 82, pg. PBR13A-2. Consistcnt with our policy to use the 

IllOSt recent sales forecast, SDG&E shall file an advice letter after the new sales 

forecast is adoptcd in A.98-01-031, SDG&E's Biennial Cost Allocation Proceeding 

(BCAP) to update the gas sales forecast in the paR. 

We are not adopting SDG&E's proposal (or a "permanent" rate adjustment 

if a revenue sharing adjustment is needed. Ii a revenue sharing adjustment 

results from SDG&E's previous year's performance under the PBH, this will be 

made as a "one-time" adjustment to the r,ltes calculated using the update rule. 

SDG&E shall file an advice letter by October 1 of each year to implement the rate 

adjustmcnt. 

Productivity 

SDG&E proposeS productivity factors of 0.92% {or electric and 0.68% for 

gas. SDG&E's proposed pr~ductivily factors arc based on a study by 
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Christensen Associates. The Christensen study is largely based on companies 

under traditional regulation. However, one of the chief objectives of PBR 

regulation is to simulate competition. TIle prenlise of ince11tive regulation is that 

competitive companies are more e((icient and productive. 

SDG&E does not propose a stretch factor, asserting that this is no longer 

appropriate for its proposal. SDG&E appears to implicitly assume that as long as 

SDG&E performs mildlybetter than the historical average productivity, 100% of 

the gaill should accrue to shareholders, with no benefit to ratepayers. In the 

SoCalGas POR, an additional stretch factor was adopted due to SoCalGas' 

dec1ining rate base. SDG&E recomn\ends that no productivity adder is necessary 

to account fOr dedining rale base. We agree that while total rate base is declining 

due to decreases in generation rate base, SDG&E's rate base in electric 

distribution and gas department rate base is not declining, and is adually 

increasing. 

Both ORA and UCAN agree to' the base historical productivity ligures, but 

propose that stretch f,lctors also be applied .. (See, e.g., Exhibit 24, p. 2-1.) ORA is 

the only other pari}' that presented testimony specifically on the Christensen 

study. While ORA recognizes that SDG&E's approach of basing the X factor on 

industry-wide estimates of TFP growth is con.sistent with past Commission 

decisions, ORA also found merit in the NERA study. For the purpose of 

establishing an appropriate productivity benchmark, we agree with ORA that it 

is reasonable to consider the Christensen results as the lower bound in the mnge 

of productivity, which supports the addition of a productivity stretch factor 

(Exhibit 24, p. 2-15). 

UCAN also argues that SDG&E's proposal (or a rate indexing mechanism 

is inconsistent with the Christensen study'S productivity estimates. UCAN notes 

that the output measures in the study are heavily weighted to the number of 
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cllstomers served. \Ve are not convinced by UCAN's arguments. The 

productivity estimates arc independent of what type of PBR is authorized. The 

SDG&E productivity estimates arc reasonable on their n\erits. 

FEA recommends a total productivity factor similar to that adopted for 

Edison. This productivity factor Was based on Edison's historical productivity 

(actors of 0.9% tor nongene.ration plus a sn\all stretch factor. In 0.96-09-092, we 

adopted a total productivity factor of 1.2% for 1997, which then increased to 1.4% 

in 1998, and 1.6% thereafter. The stretch (actor averages about 0,50/0. We stated a 

precise forecast of productivity was unnecessary, because the piogressive 

reVenue sharing would allow ratepayers to keep more of the ~chievable 

productivity gain. We note that the Edison historical factor is quite dose to the 

0.92% productivity factor which Christensen Associates ('a'ku)at~d for SDG&E's 

electric department. While SDG&E emphasizes thai the Edison productivity 

factor was adopted because of the absent:eof an "industry-\vide" study, this was 

only one of several considerations we made in determinirtg the appropriate 

productivity factor lor Edison. 

SDG&E asserts that the consumer price index (CPI) adopted for Edison is 

likely higher than the inflation factor proposed here, so one should not strictly 

make a direct comparison to Edison's productivity (actor. But as the City of San 

Diego reminds us, the inflation factor will be reviewed agah't for Edison in its 

midterm review. Further, we assume that the inflation factor presented by 

SDG&E, which was U1,opposed, is reasonably accurate. Therefore, its relation to 

the Edisol\ inflation factor should I\ot be a consideration in determining the 

productivity (actor. 

SDG&8's O&M productivity gro\vth rate under its current PBR was a 

n\odified 1.5% ""d SDG&E easily exceeded its authorized rate of return. Based 

on evidence (rol'l\ recent years, we do not expect SDG&E's productivity to 
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decrease signHicantly. We agree with ORA that it is not reasonable to adopt an 

average productivity target, which would allow SDG&E to rest on its laurels in 

terms of achieving productivity gains. (ORA reply brief, p. t 2.) 

SDG&E argues that if consistency with SoCalGas is desired, the implied 

stretch factor should be no more than 0.7%. SDG&E refers to ORA's testimony in 

A.97-t2-020, Pacific Gas and Electric#s (PG&E) general rate case (GRC) 

proceeding, in which ORA characterizes SDG&E as being at the "efficiency 

frontier." When taken iI\ context, however, this is a technical ternl used by the 

ORA consultant on productivity benchmarking in the PG&E GRC for e((ident 

utilities. tt SDG&E also argues that the results of the PBR experin\ent, which 

showed returns welltnto the sharing range, have been taken hUo account in the 

cost of service agreement. Further, SDG&E argues that since it has been 

operating under a PBR for several years, the incentives of a continuing PBR do 

not present the same opportunity for stretch productivity as there would be 

when first embarking upon a. PBR (as compared to cost of service regulation). On 

the other hand, we believe that a PBR system provides utilities with continuin.g 

incentives to find more and better productivity opportunities. 

On the whole, a productivity factor that includes a stretch factor of 0.4% to 

0.7% (for an average of 0.55%) is appropriate, reasonably consistent with the 

productivity factors adopted for SoCalGas, altd lair in view of all the evidence. 

As we stated in 0.97·05·054: 

II In A.97-12·020, ORA's (onsultant indicates that transmission and distribution (T&D) 
utilities are more efficient than a gener.,l vertically integrated utility in their T&D 
operations. As a utility sheds its generation function, and concentrates on its T&D 
function, it can be expected that the utility would become mOre efficient in its T&D 
operations. (ETI testimony by R. Silkmal~ at pp. 32-33.) 
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"It is appropriate to 'sci the bar high' in thc expectation that SoCa} 
will, indeed, stretch to Inaximize productivity. Were wc to set too 
Iowa goal, Soeal's benefit could comc at the expense of the 
ratepayers, even allowing (or a sharing n\ecltanisnl. Therc would be 
no advantage to adopting such a PBR over traditional ratemaking 
Inethodology. Nevertheless, we recognize that productivity 
improvcni.ents arc not likely to occur all at once." (D.97~07-054, 
nlhneo. at p. 29.) 

It is reasonable to ramp up the stretch factor incrementally over thc term of 

the POR, which recognizes both that productivity improvement will not OCcur all 

at once and that SDG&E's escalation factor is lowet than the CPl. We will adopt 

a stretch (actor that increases over the term of the PBR mechanisnl, resulting in an 

X factor on the electric side of 1.32% in 2000, 1.47% in 2001, and 1.62% in 2002. 

On the gas side, we adopt an X factor of 1.08% il\ 2000,1.23% in 2001, and 1.38% 

in 2002. 

Earnings Sharing MechanIsm 

We reject SDG&E's proposed earnings sharing approach. The calibration 

method could lead to potentially unintended consequences. We reject SDG&E's 

. proposal for several reasons. SDG&E's proposed revenue sharing (or earnings 

sharing) deadband (100 basis points above and below the authorized ROR) is too 

wide and the percentage of revenue sharing by ratepayers (a fjxed 20% outside 

the deadband) is too low. There arc certain perverse incentives inherent in 

SDG&E's proposal. SDG&E may have a disincentive beyond a cerfain point to 

continue lowering costs if it knows that r,1h:'$,wHl go down on a permanent basis, 

since rate reductions will make it more difficult to achieve favorable rates of 

returns. Even SDG&E concedes that this problem exists and recommends that 

the COlnmission allow a lower ratepayer share to avoid this disincentive. 

(SDG&E's brief, pp. 5-6.) 
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SDG&E's proposed revenuc sharing (or earnings sharing) deadband (100 

basis points above and below thc authorized ROR) is too wide and the 

percentage of revenue sharing by ratepayers (a fixed 20% outside the dcadband) 

is too low. The deadband is approximately four 'times that adopted for Edison 

(Exhibit 17, p. 8.) or SoCalGas. Gains or losses would have to be relatively large 

before being shared with ClistoIl'lers. (Exhibit 17, p. 9.) As UCAN points out, 

very little sharing of revenues above the benchmark has occurred under 

SDG&E's current PBR, due to the 100 basis point deadband and the low 
. 

percentage of sharing with ratepayers in the first tier. \Ve have made the same 

finding in Resolution E-3562, issued on December 17,1998. 

The 20% sharing calibration method does not comport with our regulator)' 

goals, because there is not an equitable sharing of benefits. As FEA points out, 

tinder the calibration method, decreases in rates one year would have a negative 

impact on net operating income the following year. This e((ect could lead to a 

lowered incentive to continue to reduce costs, which is contrary to a primary goal 

of PBR regulation. 

The 100 basis point deadband is intended to account for the gains and 

losses associated with routine operations, including sales and throughput 

fluctuations. (Exhibit 19.) We prefer to implement a narrow deadband and to 

eliminate the crCA as discussed above. \Ve adopt a progressive sharing 

mechanism, similar to the progressive sharing mechanism that is estabJishrd for 

SoCaiGas. PU Code § 728 in\poses a duly upon us to ensure that utility rates arc 

maintaiJ\ed at a level that is just and reasonable, Under incenti\'e regulation, 

profits and thus r,1tes, nutst be maintained at reasonable levels. In 0.97-07·054 

we explained: 

II A sharing olechanisl\\ is the uitirnate 'safety net' (or ratepayers, as it 
corrects [or the possible adoption of a productivity factor that turns 
out to be overly conservative, understating the productivity 
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incn'ases which the utility is actually able to achieve. With a sharing 
rnechanism, if the utility attains productivity increases that exceed 
the adopted productivity factors the resultant profits nlUst be shared 
with the ratepayers rather than going solely to the utility. If the 
utility is actually able to reap benefits above the le\1el reflected by the 
adopted productivity factor, it would not be 'just and reasonable' to 
require ratepayers to be satisfied with only the share of savings 
based upon attaining the productivity esti"')ate n\ade at the outset of 
the program:'· (D.97-07-054, mimco. at p. 24.) 

The progressive sharing n)echanisnl protects ratepayers in the evelll that 

the adopted productivity factors are low, provides a n)echanisn\ to en~ourage 

SDG&E to stretch [or higher levels of cost savings and revenues, and provides 

the proper incentives by allOWing shareholders to retain progressively greater 

amounts of its earnings. The easy cost savings provide re)atively small 

shareholder benefit, and the progressive tiers would proyide a strong incentive 

for the utility to strive for 11\01'e difficult savings. (Exhibit 32, pp. 37-38.) 

Exhibits 100 and 101 compared the revellue sharing proposals under 

se\'eral sce1\ilrios, using the parameters established by the SDG&E proposed. 

mechanism, the SoC alGas n\CChilnisnl, and the Edison mechanism. While 

complex, these comparisons demonstrate that a mechanist)\ modeled after the 

PBR mechanism adopted for SoCalGas is superior to both the Edison mechanism 

and the SDG&E proposal. Hateparers receive much smaller shares and arc 

exposed to downside risk under the SDG&E proposal, compared to the SoCalGas 

mechanism, while shareholders stand to gain huge benefits under the SDG&E 

proposal. 

ORA suggests that SDG&E's sharil,ble earnings go to reducing tmnsition 

costs in order to allow rateparers to share in the "windft1ll" associated with 

(er(lin sales in<:(eases. However, the Con\n\ission rejected this idea previously. 

Further, SDG&E expects transition costs to end this year (and ORA's method 

would adjust for more than just sttles windfall). \\'c prefer instead to adjust the 
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sharing mechanism to allow ratepayers to capture more of the earnings that 

, ... 'ould likely come from exogenous sales increases. We will widen the first 

sharing band from 25 basis points to 50 basis points, where ratepayers receive it 

higher percentage of sharitlg. 1he resulting sharing mechanism would be as 

follows: 

0- 25 bp -- deadband: 100% shareholders 

25·75 bp - 75% ratepayers/25% shareholders 

75-100 bp - 65% ratepayers, 35% shareholders 

100-125 hI' - 55% ratepayers, 45% shareholders 

125-150 bp - 45% ratepayers, 35% shateholders 

150-175 bp - 35% ra tepayers, 65% shareholders 

175-200 bp - 25% ratepayers, 75% shareholders 

2()()-250 bp - 15% ratepayers, 85% shareholders 

250-300 bp -- 5% ratepayers, 95% shareholders 

Therefore, we adopt a progressive sharing n\echanism with a deadband of 

25 basis points above the benchmark rate of return. Shareholders shall receive 

100% of earnings ltp to the level of 25 basis points above the benchmark rate of 

return ~nd an increasing percentage in steps (rom 25 up to 300 basis points, 

above which level shareholders will also receive 100% of the earnings. SimHar to 

our approach in SDG&E's prior base rate PBR mechanism, and as acknowJedged 

by parties in the performance indicator settlement, the calculation of rewards and 

penalties and the earnings sharing mechanism will be based on a (ull year for 

1999. 

Like the nlechanism adopted for SoCalGas, we wili adopt eight bands 

between 25 basis points above the benchmark rate of return and 300 basis points 

above the benchmark rate of return. The first band shaH be from 25 to 75 basis 

points above the benchmark. Shareholders shall receive 25% of the marginal 
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revenues in this band and ratepayers shaH receive 75% of the tnarginal revenues. 

Each of the next five successive bands shall be 25 basis points wide and increase 

the increlllental share allocated to shareholders by 10% altd decrease the 

incren\ental share allocated to ratepayers by 100/0. The sixth band shall fall 

between 175 and 200 basis points above the henchn'larkl with shareholders 

receiving 75% and ratepayers 25%. The seventh band shall be between 200 and 

250 basis points above the benchmark, with shareholders receiving 85% and 

ratepayers 15%. The eighth band shall be between 250 and 300 basis points 

above the benchmark, with shareholders receiving 95% and ratepayers 5% . 

. These bands result in sharingainounts that change instep functions, rather thall 

in a linear fashiQn, as was adopted for Edisoli .. 

This progresslve sharing mechanism creates a "win-winll for both 

shareholders and ratepayers. For earnings above 300 basis points above the 

benchmark, there is unlinlited uI>side potential for SDG&E. As we detetmitled in 

0.97-07-054: 

JlUnder this system, shareholders Inay gain up to 68% of the 
increment up to 300. basis points above the benchmark. However, as 
shareholder may keep (\11 of the increment above 300 basis points 
above thc bc·rtchmark .. " it is possible for shareholdcrs to gain 
significantly n)Ore thal\ (l8% of thc increment. For example, if 
returns are tlOO basis points aboVe the bcnchmark/ sharcholdcrs 
would retain 76% of the increment. This systemgiven an excellent 
and incrcasing incel\tive to shareholders, and is lair to ratepayers 
who receivc both the 'col\sumer dividend' in the productivity 
formula and a larger share of early (and presumably easier) 
productivity gains." (0.97-07-0541 nlimeo. at p. 40.) 

Z-Factor Treatment 

Wc will adopt Z-(actor treatment only {or' those costs successfully n\eeting 

the nil'e criteria previously adopted for Edison and SoCatGas. In 0.96-09-092, we 
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determined that unexpected events which meet the following criteria would be 

recoverable as an adjustmel\t to the annual update rule: 

1. TIle event causing the cost Blust be exogenous to the utility. 

2. The event nUlst occur after implementation of the PBR. 

3. The utility cannot control the cost. 

4. The costs arc not a J'lOrmal cost of doing business. 

5. The event affects the utility disproportionately. 

6. The PBR update rule must not implicitly include the cost. 

7. The cost must have a major impact O!l the utility. 

8. The cost impact must be measurable. 

9. The utility must incur the cost reasonably. 

We need not consider reopening the PBR structure in the event that 

significant changes are made to the responsibility of the utility for providing 

services or equipment at this time; as UCAN suggests, but we can certainly 

consider sllch impacts at the cOI'l\prehensive review, as discussed below. 

When a potential Z-factor event occurs, SDG&E must promptly advise us 

of its occurrence by advice Jelter and establish a memorandul1t account for the 

event. The notification shall provide all relevant it\formatioll, including a 

description, amount involved, timing, and how the event conforms to the nine 

adopted criteria. We wm review aJl such events in the comprehensive review. 

For each event, SDG&E's shareholders will absorb the first $5 million per 

event of otherwise compensable Z-f(\ctor adjustments. This deductible is 

sepamtelyapplied to each Z-(actot event. TIle $5 n\i1lion deductible should be (\ 

one-time deductible per Z·factor event, even jf the costs associated with the event 

arc incurred in more than one year. 

\Ve will adopt both the 150·basis point voluntary offr<lmp (\nd the 300· 

basis-point mandatory offramp for earnings below the authorized rate of retun\. 
-) 
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This approach will ensure that there is a mechanism to protect both ratepayers 

and shareholders from significant deviations in anticipated earnings. In addition, 

this approach provides increasing incentives to SDG&E because it retains 100% 

of eanlings for increments above 300 basis poinM above the benchmark. 

Therefore, SDG&E or ORA filay file a motion for voluntary suspension if SDG&E 

reports net operating income that is at least 150 basis points below its authorized 

rate of return. IE SDG&E reports net operating income indicating a return of 300 

or more basis pOints below its authorized rate of return, the PBR nlechanisn\ will 

be automatically suspended, and we will require SDG&B to file an application 

,.".hich will lead to a fornlal review of the mechanism. 

\Ve adopt the exclusions recommended by the cost of service setllcment. 

Pursuant to 0.98-12-038, certain costs will not be included itl the PBR mechanisn\, 

but are subject to other [ornls of ratemaking. Tree-trimming expenses are not 

included in the PHR sharing mechanisn\, but are subject to a one-way balancing 

account. As described in D.98-12-038, if SDG&E achieves and documents a 50% 

reduction in tree-trinlming expenses fron\ its 1999 budget, SDG&E n\ay request 

termination of this balancing account treatment. For the duration of the PBR 

period, revenues and incurred expenses for tree trimming will be excluded from 

the indexing mechanism and fronl recorded base rate revenue expenses before 
. 

SDG&E calculates its actual earned rate of retun\ for rcv('nue sharing purposes. 

Costs attributable to senior executive retirell\ent plans or executive bonuses are 

also excluded from the indexing mechanism and from earnings sharing during 

the PHR period. The costs for the NGV program will be excluded from the year 

2000 update rule because they are recovered under the NGV balandng account, 

which is expected to be eliminated at the end of 2000. Future costs related to the 

CEMA and the .Gas HazMdous Substan<:e Cost Re<:ovcry Account will be 

re~overed through those respective balancing accounts, not through the PBR. -, 
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The cost of service settlement also provides that there is not ratepayer 

contributio~l to pension expenses. 

Wc agree with SDG&E that exclusions should be kept to a minimum. 

UCAN recolnmends that the DSM and research} "development and 

demonstration (RD&D) one-way balancing accounts should be excluded lronl the 

PBR. SDG&E states that such one-way balancing accounts are subject to a 

separate ratemaking treatment and therefore should not be included in the PBR 

calculation. In effect, these accounts arc excluded fron\ the PBR. UCAN also 

argues that payments made if utility employees are transfe-rred to affiliates 

should be excluded (rom the PBR. This appears to be settled in the cost of service 

seUlen\cnt, which provides that affiliate payments for such purposes arc 

refunded to ratepayers through the PBR as an offset to allY reward SDG&E earns 

or as an adder to any penalty SDG&E pays. The cost of service seUlen\ent also 

provides that SDG&E may recover $10.2 O'lillion for generation-related franchise 

lees. J( a different recovery rnechanisn'l for such fees is authorized in the (uture, 

the anlount included in electric generation will be adjusted accordingly. 

Direct access implementation costs are being addressed in A.98-0S-006. 

The cost of service settlement provides that if SDG&E is not allowed to recover 

such costs as § 376 costs, SDG&E ",HI record these costs in a new memorandum 

account and seek recovery through a separate application. UCAN also argues 

that known and measurable nonrecurring expenses, such as hazardous waste 

expenses and Year 2000 computer expens~s should be exduded (rom the PUR 

111e cost of service settlement addresses both issues. Hazardous waste expenses 

are referred to the Hazardous Wasle co))aborative. Year 2000 computer expenses 

arc settled at $1.2 milJion and are not escalated. 

In 0.92-12-015, we ordered annual adjustments to Z-fac(or recovery (or 

PBOP costs for telephone utilities under the New Regulatory Framework (NRF). 
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The cost of service settlement identified $1.43 million in PBOP overcollections to 

be refunded for the years 1993-1997. ORA recommends that SDG&E submit 

annual requcsts for PBOP recovery undcr the Z factor, rather than including 

PBOP costs within the PBR mechanisn\ itself. SDG&E contends that PBOP costs, 

just like any other one-time, discrete event, nutst adhere to the Z-factor criteria. 

SDG&E asserts that the cost of service settlement resolves the PBOP 

overcollection issue. EVen if it were still an issue, this overcollection would not 

qualify because it does not meet the $5 million Z-factor deductible. 

No Z-factor treatment was adopted for PBOPs in SoCalGas' PBR 

n\cchanism. It appears that Z-factor treatment applies to the change due to 

accounting differences, which was a transition (rom cash-basis to accrual 

accounting, as confirn\ed in 0.97-04-043, mimeo. at p. 23. We will not adopt 

Z-factor treatment (or PBOP recovery. 

Monitoring and Evaluatfon and Comprehensive Review 

While SDG&E believcs that its current PBR 111echanism was effective, ORA, 

UCAN and other parties strongl)' disagree with this conclusion. We wish to 

estabHsh dear objectives related to monitoring and evaluation, building on 

SDG&E's and UCAN's stipulation. We adopt the reporting requiren\ents 

proposed by SDG&E and UCAN. By February 15 of each year, SDG&E will file 

an annual electric distribution report that addresses the performance indicators 

and earnings sharing results (or the previous calendar year. This report will be 

filed by advice letter with the Commission's Energy Division. \Vilhh, 45 days 

after the end of each calendar quarter, SDG&E will submit quarterly reports to 

the Energ)' Division and interested parties that address the 12-months-to-date 

sharing and year-to-date perforrnancc indicator results 

0.98-12-038 adopted a settlement agreement regardhlg cost o( sen'ice 

issues that included an agreement that the agreed-upon levels of revenues, sales, 
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expenses, and rate base would be in effect for the years 1999 through 2002, 

subject to an}' adjustments n\ade by the Commission. \Ve adopt this same time 

period (or the PBR mechanism. We note that SoCalGas' PBR also expires at the 

end of 2002. SDG&B is required to file a cost of service study for the year 2003 no 

later than December 21, 20011 which will trigger a cost of service review in 2002. 

SDG&E and UCAN believe that a cost of service review in 2002 precludes 

the necessity (or a mid-tern\ review. We agree. However, we wish to proceed 

with developing thoughtful nlonitoring and evaluation criteria. D.97-07-054 

caHed for a comprehensive evaluation o( SoCalGas' PBR mechanism because of 

the nterget application, an\ong other factors. The ll\erger of Enova Corporation 

and Pacific Enterprises is complete} but we have not yet fully explored the 

ranlifications of combining these two utilities. In addition} the rate freeze for 

electric service should be nearing an end by the end of 2001 and competition in 

ger\eration nlay becon'le more prevalent. \Ve will assess these issues in the 

comprehensive review of SDG&E's PBR mechanisrl\ so that we n\ight better 

understand the effect of incentives in the changing regulatory clwironn\ent. In 

addition, 0.96-11-021 requires that the utilities develop performance indicators 

related to maintenance, repair, and replacement of major dectric distribution 

facilities. In the Performance Indicator Settlen\ent agreen\ent, parties have 

agreed that SDG&E will gather data for the purposes of developing an electric 

systen\ maintenance performance indicator. The comprehensive review prOVides 

an appropriate forun\ for SDG&E to present the data (oHected and to begin the 

process of discussh\g appropriate performance indicators related to tllaintenance, 

repair, and replacement. 

SDG&E and UCAN agree that the PBR mechanism perforn\ance over the 

1999-2001 till'le frame should be timely reviewed so that this analysis can be 

factored into the 2002 cost of service proceeding. \Ve win adopt this 
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recommendation, but will accelerate the process. In order to adhere to the 

requirefJ:lents imposed on the Commission by Senate Bi1I960, SDG&E shall file an 

application to develop e\taluation criteria lor the formal comprehensive review 

by June 30,2000. The evaluation process shall begin in mid-2000 with workshops 

ladlilated by the Energy Division. The goa1s of this workshop arc to develop 

appropriate evaluative criteria that can be expressed in measurable tern\s for the 

comprehensive review. This workshop should result in a workshop report to be 

fi]ed with the Commission by year-end 2000. This approach will allow the 

Commission time to assess and adopt the recommended criteria for evaluating 

SDG&E's PBR mechanism. 

We preler that the Energy Division conduct the comprehensive review of 

the PBR mechatlism. If a consultant is hired to conduct an independent 

evaluation, the Energy Di\'lsion must be in charge of the RFP and the selection 

process, and it must administer the contract. We olten order the utilities to pay 

(01' such reviews (sec, e·.g., 0.96-09-032) with these costs later recovered (rom 

r<ltepayers. It is reasonable that the cost o( an independent consultant be capped 

at $400,000 and shared equally between the r<ltepayers and shareholders, as 

SDG&E and UCAN suggest. SDG&E will be able to submit its own evaluative 

report at the same time other parties or the independent consultant submit their 

reports. 

We agree with the goals and objectives articulated by SDG&E and UCAN, 

and will look to the workshops to (urther define these goals. Monitoring and 

evaluative criteria n\\lst be developed so that each goal and objective can be 

mellsured. Only then will we have a true picture of the effectiveness of incentive 

regulation. Therelore, evaluation of the distribution PBR mechanism should be 

based on considering whether the adopted ll\tXhanisn\ achieves the following 

goals: 
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• Improve SDG&E's efficiency and performance; 

• Provide adequate incentives and remove disincentives to 
reduce costs and operate efficiently; 

• Demonstrate simplified and streamlhlcd regulatory 
oversight for the Con'tnlission and SDG&E; 

• Provide a stable and predictable regulatory environment; 

• Provide a reasonable opportunity for the utility to earn a 
fair rate of return; 

• Allow management to locus pririlarHy on costs and markets 
rather than on regulatory proceedings; 

• Align interests of shareholders and custon\ers; 

• t-.1aintain and improve quality of service; and 

• Achieve other regulatory goals. 

In order to evaluate whether these goals have been achieved, these parties 

recommend that the following questions be asked and examined. We ask the 

Energy Division to explore these questions in workshops and to work with 

parties to develop measucc1ble forms to answer these questions: 

Is SDG&E reducing costs and operating cfficielltly? 

Are risks and rewards fairly balanced for SDG&E? 

Arc the interests of shareholders and customers aligned? 

Is quality of service and employee safety maintained or improved by 
specific performance indicators? 

Are competitive services it\duded in the PBR? What arc the links 
between cost-of-service, competitive servkes, and monopoly 
services? 

Is the PBI{ effective given the rate freeze and its later termination? 
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How should we evaluate the structure of the PBR mcchanism and its 
applicability as the market structure changes? 

Docs the PBR mechanism rCI),lain appropriate for the monopoly 
utility given that competitive markets exist to provide the same 
services that are targeted? -

Does the PBR mechanism result in utility actions that are 
inconsistent with the PBR goals? How can such unintcnded 
consequences be addressed? 

\Vhat tcpoiting requirernents would improve future evaluation 
e((orts? 

Are there other goals that should be considered in assessing PBR 
performance? 

No later than December 21,2001, SDG&E shall file an application ,vith its 

cost of service study (or 2003. TIlis appli~atiol\ will trigger the (ormat 

comprehensive review of the distribution PBR mcchanisnl. SDG&E should 

consider the goals and evaluative criteria established at Energy Division 

workshops in filing this application, as wcll as the criteria delineated in 

0.97-07-054. In this way we can ensure that SDG&E's dis~ribution PBR 

mechanism is mecting our intended goals and furthering our regulatory pOlicy. 

Comments on Alternate DecIsion 

Comments on the Altern(lte Decision were filed by SDG&E, UCAN, 

NRDC, and ORA. B(lsed on SDG&E's commentsl we have adjusted the ramp up 

of the stretch {(lctor to apply over three years inste.1d of {our bec.luse the update 

rule only applies in years 2000/ 2001, and 2002. We h(lve also revised the 

termination date of the GrCA and incorporated other minor clarifications and 

corrections throughout the order. 
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Findings of Fact 

1. We have 100\g considered incentive·bascd ratemaking superior to 

conunand-and-control rcgulation and have cstablishcd sevcral goals to be 

addrcssed by inccntive rcgulation for energy utilitics. 

2. Pcriorn\ancc·bascd rcgulation can provide strongcr incentives (or efficient 

utility operations and investment; lower rates, and result in nlore rcasonable, 

con"lpetiHve priccs tor California's <:onsumers. 

3. Pcrformance-bascd regulation can simplify regulation and reduce 

administrative burdcns in the long term, without sacrifiCing service, safety, and 

rcliability. 

4. Incentive regulation can prepare utilitics to operate effectively in the 

increasingly competitive energy utility industry. 

5. Incentivc rcgulation should provide a reasonable balandng of risks and 

rewards, with an equitable s~aring of the benefits that. reform is intended to 

achieve. 

6. The adoptcd regulatory progran\ should maintain or inlprove quality of 

service, reliability, safety, and cllstomer satisfaction dcspite expectcd cost 

reductions, and should avoid or nlinimize unintended consequences it\ intcrplay 

among various regulatory progran\s. 

7. 'SDG&E has bcen operating under a base rate PBR n\echanisI1\ since 1994. 

8. As approvcd in D.98-03·073, SoC~IGas and SDG&E are now opcrating 

entities within the holding company of Scmpra Energy, It\c. 

9. Once a starting poilH is selected, PBR mechanisms adjust reVenue 

requircmclHs or rates annually to account for inflation and productivity. 

10. Adopting an effective PBR n\e«;hanism requires a balance between 

providing appropriate incentives to utilities with adhering to Our statcd goals of 

providing an equitablc sharing of the bcnefits. 
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11. Performance indicators are designed to ensure that the utility's service 

quality, customer service, reliability, and safety do not deteriorate under PHR 

regulation. 

12. Under its base rate PBR mechanism, SDG&E earned approximately 

$136 million in after-tax dollars from its earnings sharing mechanism during the 

period 1994 through 1997. 

13. Ratepayers' .share of earnings is expected to total approximately 

$11.2 nulHon during the period 1994 through 1997. 

14. SDG&E, ORA, UCAN, FEA, CCUE, the City of San Diego, Parn, Bureau, 

and NRDC filed a joint motion seeking Commission approval of a settlenlent 

resolving performance indicators addressing safety, reliability, customer 

satisfaction, and caU center responsiveness, as well as certain custonler service 

guarantees cost of service issues in this proceeding. 

15. There is no known oppositio~ to approving the settlement, and no I\eed to 

hold a hearing on these issues. 

16. TIle settlement satisfies the Con\nlissiOl\ criteria (or an alt-party settlen\ent, 

as set forth in our Rules of Practice and Procedure and D.92-12-019. 

17. No party disputes SDG&E's proposed escalation measure, which is based 

on historical and forecasted industry-specific data, published quarterly. Separate 

escalation factors are used for eledric and gas. Each index is designed to 

measure changes in price leveJs of labor, nonlabor and capital inputs purchased 

by California utilities. 

18. Cost of capital will continue to be addressed in cost of capital proceedh'gs 

and through the MICAM mechanism. 

19. Adopting a PBR mechanism modeled after that adopted for SoCalGas in 

0.97-07-054 and Edison in 0.96-09-092 allows both the shareholders and the 

cllstomers to benefit. 
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20. The revenue reqlliremeht used as the starting point for SDG&E's PBR 

mechanism is $563.4 nlillion (or electric distribution and $201.5 nlillion for gas 

base rate rcvcnues, as approved in D.98-12·038. 

21. The ternl of the adopted PBR should be 1999 through 2002, with provisions 

for a comprehensivc review. 

22. SDG&E nlUst file a 2003 cost of service study 1\0 later than December 21, 

20(H. 

23. UCAN's proposal to impleI1lerH separate PBR mechanisi1\s (or electric 

wires, dectrie nlctering and billing, gas pipes, and gas metering and billing is· 

premature. 

24. NRDC's proposal to establish a performance indicator for distributed 

generation is premature. 

25. Under a rate indexing approach, SDG&E would have a direct interest tn 

inCl'easing electricity lJsage and gas throughput since its base rate revenues 

would h\crease with increases in usage. 

26. The revcnue-per·customer approach would increase revenue requirements 

as the nutnber of customers increases but does not allow additional revenue 

recovery due to sales increases. 

·27. Adopting the mte indexing (ornlula is sirllpJer, morc t'cJevant to SDG&E's 

circumstance$; and more compatible with an emerging competitive market. 

28. It is reasonable to eliminate the GFCA with a rate indexing methodology. 

GFCA components other than base cost balancing component should continue to 

be recorded in a new aCcolll\(. 

29. It is reasonable to terminate the GFCA when balance next approa.ches zero. 

30. An adjustment to the sharing mechanism can counteract the potential 

windfall e(fect of sales increases which are likely to occur without e((Orl on 

SDG&E's part. Environmental concerns arising fromMl incentive to !ncreasc 
J 
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sales arc mitigated by other state policies, induding targeted energy efficiency 

and renewable enHgy programs. 

31. A Total Factor Productivit}, (TFP) index measures the ratio of its output 

quantity index to its input quantity index and coinpares the growth trend in the 

unit cost of the industry to the trend in prkes of labor, capital services, and other 

production inputs. 

32. SDG&E asserts that no stretch factor is necessary, despite the fact that its 

proposed productivity factors arc less than those adopted for other energy 

litilities. 

33. The preo\ise of incentive regulation is that competitive companies arc 

more efficient and productive. 

34. It is important to apply a stretch (actor to the productivity factor to el\sure 

that the utility to which it is applied is "s tretchingll to achieve cfficiency gains. 

35. Edison's historical productivity factor of 0.9% is dose to the productivity 

-factor of 0.92% calculated by Christensen Associates (or SDG&E. 

36. SDG&E's O&M productivity growth under its <:urrent PBR mechanisl}' 

was a modified 1.5% and SDG&E easily exceeded its authorizcd rate of return. 

37. It is reasonable to ramp up the stretch (actor incrementally over the term of 

the PUR, which recognizes both that productivity improvements will not occur all 

at once and that SDG&E's escalation (actor is lower than the CPI. 

38. Certain perverse incentives are inherent in SDG&E's rate calibration 

proposal, because SDG&E ma}' have a disincentive to continue lower costs, 

knowing that mtes will decrease on a permanent basis, since rate reductions will 

make it more difficult to achic\'e a favorable rate o( return. 

39. SDG&E's proposed deadband is approximately (our times that adopted (or 

Edison or SoCalGas; therefore, gains or losses would have to be relatively 1arge 

before being shared with customers. 
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40. I~cJatively (ew of SDG&E's earnings have been shared with ratepayers 

under SDG&E's current PHR mechanisnl, due to the 100 basis point deadband 

and the low 25% sharing with ratepayers in the lirst tier. 

41. Under the calibration nlethod, decreases in rates one year would have a 

negative impact on net operating income the following year, which could lead to 

a lowered incentive to continue to reduce costs, contrary to a primary goal of PBI{ 

regulation. 

42. The 20% sharing calibration method and 100 basis point deadband does 

not comport with our regulatory goals; because there is not an equitable sharing 

of benefits. 

43. SDG&E's proposed 100 basis point deadband is intended to account for 

gains and losses assodated with routine operations, including sales and 

throughput fluctuations. 

44. SDG&E acknOWledges that its proposed deadban~ is wider than than 

adopted (or either Edison or SoCalGas. 

45. TIle progressive sharing mechanisll\ c(eates a "win-win" for both 

shareholders and ratepayers, because SDG&E has unlimited upside potential to 

rehlin earnings above 300 basis points above the benchn\ark. 

46. A progressive sharing mechanism protects ratepayers because it corrects 

for the potential of adopting a productivity (actor that turns out to be too low and 

allows equitable sharing of benefits of SDG&E's cost reduction efforts. 

47. A progressive sharing mechanisn\ provides the proper incentives by 

allOWing shareholders to retain progressively greater amounts of its ean'tings as 

higher rates of return arc achieved. 

48. TIle cost of service settlemel'tt identified $1.43 million in PBOP 

overcollections to be refunded for the years 1993-1997. 
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49. The GFCA should be eliminated to eliminate balancing account lrC<ltment 

for sales volatility. 

50. Adopting a lSD-basis point voluntary off tamp and a 300-basis point 

mandatory offramp (or earnings below the authorized rate of return ensures that 

there is a mechanism to protect ratepayers and shareholders from significant 

deviations in earnings. 

51. The adopted PBR mechanism provides increasing incentives to SDG&E, 

because SDG&E retains 100% of earnings for increments above 300 basis points 

above the benchmark. 

52. Monitoring and evaluation arc particularly important in determining 

whether a PBR mechanisn\ is effcctive, i.e., is providing the desired incentives 

and results. 

53. ~10nitoring and evaluative criteria n\ust be developed so that each goal 

and Objective can be measured. 

54. The comprehensive review provides an apptopriate forum for SDG&E to 

present the data collected regarding maintenance, repair, and replacemel\t of 

major electric distribution facilities. 

55. The Energy Division should conduct the comprehensive review of the PBR 

mechanisnl. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. In R94-04·031 and 1.94-04-032, we stated our intention to replace 

cost-of-service regulation with performance-based regulation and directed the' 

utilities to file applications requesting distribution PBR mechanisms. 

2. The performance indicator settlement is an "uncontested seltlement" as 

defined in Rule 51(£). 

3. TIlC performance indicator seUlen\cnt is reasonable in light of thc whole 

record, consistent with law, and in the public interest, and should be approved. 
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4. Adopting SDG&E's proposed distribution PBR 1l1echanism will not serve 

the public interest nor achieve our broadly stated goals related to_ POR regulation. 

5. It is reasonable and prudent to base SDG&E's distribution PBR n\echanislll 

on the PUR adopted for SoCalGas in 0.97-07-054 -and the PBR adopted for Edison 

in 0.96-09-092. 

6. It is reasonable to adopt SDG&EJs proposed escalation methodology, 

which no party disputed. 

7. It is reasonable to review the issue of distinguishing between monopoly 

and competitive services, and possible cross-subsidies" during the comprehensive 

review and to develop inonitoring and evaluation criteria to track such 

possibilities. 

8. Perfornlance indicators related to distributed generation should be 

established after we develop a particular approach for distributed generation in 

R.98-12-013. 

9. Adopth\g a rate index approach may lead to a windfall for SDG&E due to 

projected sales increase unrelat"ed to management e[(orts, and there should be an 

adjustment to the sharing mechanisnl to accolmt for this. 

10. It is reasonable to adopt the base historical productivH}' figures proposed 

by SDG&E as a starting point in determining productivity factors. 

11. Adopting a productivity factor that includes a stretch faclor of 0.4% 

ramping up to 0.70/0 is appropriate, reasonably consistent with the productivity 

factors adopted for SoCalGas and Edison, and provid~s incentive to SDG&B to 

stretch beyond average productivity gains. 

12. It is reasonable to eliminate the base cost balancing component of the 

GFCA when the balance next approaches zero. The SDG&E proposal (or a new 

account to record costs i'\nd reVel\ues associated with the carrying costs of storage 

inventory, the recorded transportation charges billed to SDG&B by SoCalGas, 
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and amounts collected for the recovery of frMlchise fces and uncollectibles was 

unopposed, is reasonable, and should be adopted. 

13. SDG&E should file an ad\'ice lettcr the month bcfore it forecasts the GFCA 

balance will next approach zero, but no later thail November 1, 1999. 

14. PU Code § 728 imposes a dull' upon us to ensure that utility ratcs arc 

mab\tained at a level that is just and reasonable; therefore, under incentive 

regulation, profits and thus rates must be maintained at reasonable levels. 

15. Consistent with our regulatory goals, adopting an aggressive productivity 

factor and a progressive sharing mcchanisn\ ensures that ratepayers will be at 

least as well of( under the PBR as undcr traditional ratcmaking. 

16. Z-factor treatment should be applied only to those costs successfully 

n\eeting the nine criteria previously adopted in 0.96-09-092 and D.97-07-054: 

a) TIle event causing the cost must be cxogenous to the utility. 

b) Thc event must ()Ccur alter implementation of the PBR. 

c) The utility cannot conttol the (ost. 

d) Thc costs arc not a normal cost of doing business. 

e) The event affects the utility disproportionately. 

f) TI1C PBR update rulc must not in\plicitly include the cost. 

g) The cost must have a major impact on the utility. 

h) TIle cost impact must be measurable. 

i) The utility must incur the cost reasonably. 

17. It is reasonable to adopt the exclusions recommended by the (ost of service 

seHlemcnt approved in D.98-12-038. 

18. No Z-factor treatment was adopted for ·PBOPs in SoCaiGas' PBR 

mechanisn\ Clnd PBOl' recovery does not (on(orn\ to the Z-factor criteria adopted 

in this decision. 
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19. It is reasonable to adopt the reporting requiren\cnts proposed by SDG&E 

and UCAN. 

20. The term of the PBR mechanis111 should be 1999 through 2002, consistent 

with the cost of sen'ice settlement adopted in 0.98·12-038. 

21. Bccal1s~ of the changing regulatory enviionment, it is reasonable to 

develop rigorous evaluative crite,ria, so that We willbetter understand the effect 

of incentives. 

22. Should Energy Diyision deternUne that it i~' necessary to hire ail 

independent consultantl it is reasonable that the cost be capped at $4001000 and 

that ratepay~rs and shareholder share the cost eqilally. 
. . 

23. This order should be etiective todaYI sO thatSDG~E/s distribution'PBR 

nlcchanism can be implemented on a timely basis.· 

24. This pro~eeding should be dosed. 

OADER. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Joint Motion for Adoption of Settlement Agreertlent on PBR 

Perforn'ance Indicators in the San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) 

Application (A.) 98-01-014 is granted. 

2. TIle SetUen\cnt Agreement is attached tothls decision As Appendix Band 

is Adopted as reasonable in Jight ot the whole record, consistent with the law, and 

in the public int~l'est. 

3. SDG&E shall usc a rate indexing methodo)o$Y for iJs PBR. The "starting 

pointll (or electric distribution and gas rates wi1l be the 1999 authorized mtes as 

determined in the Co~t of Service portion of this proceeding in 0.9'8-12-038. In 

subscquent yearsl through 2002~ electric distribution And gas ~ates will bc· 

determit\cd by n\ultiplying the "updatc rule" lorrt\~lla/i.c. '1 + inflation -
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productivity, by the previous year's rates. This formula will be applied to each 

electric distribution and gas transportation rate and rate component, as described 

in Exhibit 82, pg. PBR13A-2. Adjustments, due to such factors as revenue 

shadng, or PBR performance rewards or penalties, will be made as one-time 

adjustments. SDG&E shall file an advice letter by October 1 of each y~ar to 

implement the rate adjustment. SDG&E shall file an advice letter to terminate the 

GFCA when the balance next approaches zero. The advice letter should be filed 

the n10nth before SDG&E forecasts a zero balance, but no later than November I, 

1999. 

4. SDG&E shall implement a distribution performance-based raten\akillg 

(PBR) mechanisn\ using the revenue requirements adopted in Decision (D.) 

98-12-038 as a starting point. The PBR shaH use a rate indexing approach, the 

adopted escalation methodology (Attachment 1), and a progressive earnings 

sharing nlechanism as described in this decision. SDG&E shall apply a stretch 

factor that increases over the term of the PBR mechanism, resulting in an X factor 

on the electric side of 1.32% in 2000, 1.47% in 2001, and 1.62% in 2002. On the gas 

side, SDG&Eshall apply an X factor of 1.08% in 2000~ 1.23% in 2001, and 1.38% in 

2002 . 

. 5. SDG&E shall construct the progressive sharing mechanism with a 

deadbat\d of 25 basis points above the benchmark rate of return. Shareholders 

shall receive 100% of earnings up to the level of 25 basis points above the 

benchmark rate of return and an increasing percentage in steps from 25 to 

300 basis points, above which level shareholders will also receivc 100% of the 

earnings. 

6. SDG&E shall construct the progressive sharing mechanism with eight 

bands between 25 basis points above the bel\chmark fate of return and 300 basis 

points abovc the bel1chnlark rate of return. The first band shall be from 25 to 75 
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basis points above the benchmark. Shareholders shall receive 25% of the 

marginal revenues in this band and ratepayers shall receive 75% of the marginal 

revenues. Each of the next five successive band shall increase the it'l(remental 

share allocated to shareholders by 10% and decrease the incremental share 

allocated to ratepayers by 10%. The sixth band shall fall between 175 and 200 

basis poh\ts above the benchmark, with shareholders receiving 75% and 

ratepayers 25%. The seventh band shan be between 200 and 250 basis points 

above the bcnchmark} with shareholders receiving 85% and ratepayers 15%. The 

eighth band shall be between 250 and 300 basis points above the benchmark, 

with shareholders receiving 95% and ratepayers 5%. 

7. \Vhel.l a potential Z-fador event occurs, SDG&E shall promptly advise us 

of its occurrence by advice letter and shall establish a men\orandum account for 

the event. The notification shaH provide all relevant information, including a 

desaiption, anlount involved, tiilling, and how the event con(orn\s to the nine 

adopted criteria. All such events shall be reviewed in. the compre~cnsive review. 

For each event, SDG&E's shareholders shall absorb the first $5 million per event 

of otherwise compensable Z-factor adjustments. This deductible shall be 

separately applied to each Z-factor event. The deductible shall be a one-lime 

deductible per Z-factor event, even if the costs associated with the event are 

incurred in more than one year. 

S. SDG&E or ORA In.\}' file a n\otion (or voluntary suspension ifSDG&E 

reports net opemting income that is at least 150 basis points below its authorized 

rMe of return. I~ SDG&E reports net operating inconte indicating a return of 300 

or more basis points below its authorized rate of return, the PBR mechanism shall 

be automatically suspended and SDG&E shall file an application which will lead 

to a formal review of the Iltcch('U\ism. 
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9. For the duration of the PBR period l the following items, which are included 

in 1999 authorized revenuesl shaH be excluded from the indexing Illc<hanism 

before SDG&E calculates its annual ('scala lion of rev('nlle rcquircnlents: 

a. Tr('e-trimming authorized revenues, as'described in the settlement 
adopted in 0.98-12-038. 

b. Costs associated with the Natural Gas Vehicle (NGV) program, which 
shall be excluded lor the year 2000 update rule only. Beginning in 2001, 
NGV costs shall be included in the PBR indexing mechanism. 

c. Costs associated with gas research, development and demonstration 
(RD&D), as thesc are subject to a one-way balancing accounts. 

d. Fixed A&G Costs that SDG&E may be able to recover through contracts 
under which it will provide O&r..1 services to its divested (ossil (uel 
plantsl as adopted in D.98-12-038. I( SDG&E is able to recOVer any of 
thesecosts through a maintenance contract, it will make a 
corresponding downward adjustment to the authorized revenue 
requirCl'nent. 

c. Year 2000 computer expenses at $1.2 million per year. 

E. Rewards for Demand Side Managcment (DSM) programs. 

10. For the duration of the PBR period, the (ollowing items shall be excluded 

from recorded PBR base rate revenues and/or expenses before SDG&E calculates 

its actual earned rate of return for revenue sharing purposes: 

a. Tree-trimmillg revenues and incurred expenses, as described in the . 
settteolent adopted in 0.98-12-038. 

b. Costs attributable to senior executive retirement plans and executive 
bonuses .. 

c. Co'sts associated with the NGV program for 1999 and 2000. Beginning 
in 2001, these costs should be included as PBR expense (or revenue 
sharing purposes. 

d. Costs associated with gas RO&O, as this is subject to a one-way 
balancing account. 
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c. Any under run of the fixed A&G costs associated with the maintenance 
contract for divested power plants pursuant to the adopted settlement 
in 0.98-12-038. 

f. Hazardous waste costs, which arc recovered through the Hazardous 
Waste Collaborative. 

g. Future costs related to the Catastrophic Event Memorandum Account 
and the Gas Hazardous Substance Cost Recovery Account, which arc 
recovered through those respective balancing accounts. 

h. DSM and PBR rewards. 

11. By February 15 of each year, SDG&E shall file an annual electric 

distribution report that addresses the performance indicators and ean\ings 

sharing results (or the previous calendar year. This report shall be filed by 

advice letter with the Energy Division. Within 45 days after the end of each 

calendar quarter, SDG&E s~all submit quar.terly reports to the Energ}' Division 

and interested parties that address the 12-n\onth-to-date sharing and year-Io-dale 

performance indicator results. 

12. SDG&E shall file an application to develop evaluation criteria for the 

comprehensive review by June 30, 2000. The evaluation process shall begin in· 

mid-1999 with workshops facilitated by the Energy Division. TIle Energy 

Division shall file and serve a workshop report by year-end 2000. 

13. If a consultant is hired to conduct an independent evaluation, the Energy 

Division shall develop and issue the Request for Proposal (RFP), administer the 

selection process, and administer the contract. 11l(~ cost of at\ independent 

consultant shall be shared equally between the ratepayers and shareholders. 

SDG&E and interested parties may submit evaluative reports at the sall\e time 

other parties or the independent consultant submit their reports. 

14. The Energy Division shall work with other parties to develop measurable 

e\'aluation criteria based on the following goals outlined in this decision: 
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• Improve SDG&E's efficiency and performance; 

• Provide adequate incentives and remove disincentives to reduce costs 
and operate e((iciently; 

• Demonstrate simplified and streamlined regulatory oversight for the 
Comnlission and SDG&E; 

• Provide a stable and predictable regulatory environment; 

• Provide a reasonable opportunity (or the utility to earn a fair rate of 
retur~; 

• AHow management to focus primarily On costs and markets rather than 
on regulatory proceedings; 

• Align interests of shareholdets and custon\erSi 

• rvtaintain and improve quality of service; and 

• Achieve other regulatory goals. 

15. SDG&E is authorized to implement the distribution performance-based 

ratemaking n\echanisr'n described in this decision. SDG&E shall file a compliance 

advice letter inlplementing all required tariff changes necessitated by this 

decision within 10 days of the ~f(ective date of this decision. SDG&E shall 

include in its advice letter which implements this decision the establishment of a 

new account to record costs and revenues for the carrying cost of storage 

inventory, the recorded transportation charges billed to SDG&E by SoCaiGas, 

and amounts collected for the recovery of franchise fees and uncollectihlcs. 

16. SDG&E shaH file an advice Jetter after the new sales forecast is adopted in 

A.98-01-031 to update the gas sales forecast in the PBR. 

17. SDG&E shall file an application with a comprehensive cost of service study 

for the ye<u 2003 no later than December 21, 2001, which will trigger a cost of 

service review in 2002. 
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18. Application 98-01·014 is dosed. 

This order is e((ectivc today. 

Dated May 13, 1999, at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a dissent. 

/s/ HENRY M. DUQUE 
Con\missioner 

- 80-

RICHARD A. SILAS 
President 

JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
Conunissionet 
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BEFORE TIlE PUBLIC UTILITIF-S CO~L'nSSION 

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Applkation of San Diego Gas & Electric ) 
Company (SDO&E) fOor Authority to ) 
Implement a DistributiOon Ptrfonnance-Bastd) 
Ratemaking Mechanism (U-902-M) ) 

SETILEMENT AGREEMEl\7 
ON PBR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

I. 

PARTIES 

The parties to this Settlement Agreemertt are the Office of Ratepayer Advocates 

("ORN,), Utility COonsumers Action Network ("UCAN"), the Federal Executive Agencies 

("FEN'), the Coalition of CalifOornia Utility Employees (UCCUE"), the california Farm Bureau 

Federation ("Farm Bureau"), the city orSan DiegOo, Natural Resources Defense Council 

("NRDC")l and San Diego Gas & Electric Company ("SDG&E") (all hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the-"SettJing Parties''). 

II. 

RECITALS 

A. SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT 

On January 16, 1998, SDG&B fil~ an apptiutiOon (or authority to establish a Distribution 

Perfonnance-Based Ratemaking ("PBR'') mechanism presented in the application. TIlls 

I NRDC supports the st(tion oftMs Settlealeot Atreemenl2lddressing the disposition ofSDO&:E's pr6postd 
En, .. uOOIIltnta) Citiztnshlp performance lndieators2.",.d taXes no po$ition On SDO&:E's «her prOpOsed performance 
indkators. This agrttmtnl doe$ not address NRDc's pr6pO$al (ot a PBR perfonn!ll{t indicatCPt for facilitation of 
Distributed Re$OUIcts. "bleh was not discus.std as part ohhe settlement negotiations. 



I Settlement Agreement resolves or othemise dispose.s of all issues raised in connection \\ith the 

2 set of distribution PBR performance indicators proposed by SDG&E.' PBR "design" issues 

3 (e.g., rate indexing, productivity, escalation, earnings sharing issues) ate not addressed in this 

4 Settlement Agreement. 

5 

6 
B. SDG&E's PRESENTATION 

7 SDO&E·s proposal for distribution PBR perf'onnance indicators is cQntained in 8 

8 chaptefSofpteparoo direct testimony (January 16, 1998) from witnesses Reed, Carrillo, Little. 

9 Samaniego, Schneider, Jahn and Ptderse~ 2 chapters of supplemental mer~er impact testimony 

to (April 20, 1998) from witnesses Carrillo and Schneider, and six chapters' of rebuttal testimony 

11 (July 31, 1998) from \\itnesses Davis, Carrillo, Little, Samani~go, Schneider and Jahn. This 

12 sho\\ing is suppOrted by several thousand pages o(\\'orkpapers which bave been provided to the 

13 parties to this proceeding and respOnses to numeroUS data requests. 

14 

15 c. ORA'S PRESENTATION 

16 ORA is the staifcQmponent of the California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") 

11 responsible for representing the perspective ofutility customers in CPUC proctedings. In that 

18 tapacity ORA staff members conducted a thorough re\iew of' SDG&E's ptopOsed PBR 

19 indicators culminating in the service on July 3. 1998 of its 6 c~aptei report from \\1tnesses 

20 Fukutome. Momoh, Cabreza and Ezekwo. Throughout the nearly 6'month re\iewperiod, ORA 

21 experts conducted extensive inquiry concerning SDO&E's testimony and workpapers. In all, 

22 ORA propounded to SDO&E numerOus <luestions and requests tor infonnation and documentaT)t 

23 support. These requests probed virtually every e)entent ofSDG&Ets testimony. The Parties 

24 believe ORA's re,;ew of SDG&E·s application and suppOrting materials was both thorough and 

25 weB·docwnented. 

26 

27 

28 2 This agrwntnt ro a ~se( of distnl>ution PSR .;erfOrnlan(t indkators propOSed by SDO&E- does not address 
NRDCs proposal (or a PBR ptrfOlmanCt indicator for facilitation or Distributed Resour(e5. 
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D. UCAN'S PRESEt\'TATION 

UCAN, a San Diego-based ratepa)'er advocacy group, a1so conducted detailed analyses of 

SDG&E's propOsed PBR performance indicators. It perfomled this work in c.onsultation\\ith its 

expert consultant JBS Energy, Inc., Strategy Integral!on and Exeter Associates. UCAN's 

fIndings were published on July 3, 1998 through its , .. itnesses Marcus. \Vo)"chik, Kahn and 

Schilberg. Like ORA, UCAN c.onducted extensive discovery. 

E. FEA'S PRESENTATION 

FEA, representing the Department of Defense and other federal executive agencies which 

are substantial purchasers of electrie services from San Diego Gas & Electric Company, 

submitted testimony focusing primarily On PBR design and cost of servic~ issues, but also 

addressed some PBR performance indicator issues. FEA also conducted extensive discovery On 

numerous issues in this proceeding. 

. F. CCUE'S PRESENTATION 

CCUE, on behalf of utility employ~, submitted comprehensive direct testimony on July 

3 evaluating SDG&E's PBR performance indicator proposals, then, on July 31, submitted 

rebuttal testimony evaluating other intervenors' testimony (witness David Marcus). CCUE 

conducted extensive discovery on issues related to PBR perfonnance indicators in this 

proc.eooing. 

G. NRDC'S PRESENTATION 

NRDC, a national environmental ad\'oc.acy organization, submitted testimony tluough its 

\\itness Peter Miller evaluating SDO&E's propOsed Environmenta1 Citizenship perfonnance 

indkators and made other rccommendations as notoo above. 
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H. SEITLEl\IENT NEGOTIATION PROCESS 

After the distribution of the July 31 rebuttal testimony, discussions commenced regarding 

the similarities and differenc.es in positionS set forth in SDG&E's, ORA's, ueAN's. FEA's, 

CCUWs and NRDC~s testimony. These informal discussions lead to two technic.aJ 

workshops/settlement discussions held in San Francisco On August 20 and 27th. The first of 

these workshops was noticed On August 17. In addition, a fOrnial settlement conference On PBR 

perforinaitce indicators was ootictd on September 2 ruld held On September 14. These 

discussions ultimately" produ~ agreement by the Settling Parties to a set of PBR perf'orm~ 

indicators which the Parties have memorialized in this Settlement Agreement for presentation to 

the CoDin1.ission as ajust and reasonable resolution otthe issues presented in SDG&E's January 

16, 1998 application related to these indicators. 

III. 

AGREEMENT 

A genuine dispute has existed amOng the Settling Parties «IncenUn~ the PBR . 

performance indicators that the CoDunissioIi should establish for SDG&E. AC«Irdingly, the 

Settling Parties agree to resolve in the manner set forth below, all issues of which each of them is 

aware pertaining to the set of PBR perfonnance indicators propOsed by SDG&E. The Settling 

Parties regard this Settlement Agreement as a package~ the resolution of which reflects 

substantial compromise among the parties (See Appendix A to this Settlement Agreement, which 

represents a comparison of the Settling parties' litigation positions on the set ofPBR 

performance indicators proposed by SDO&E). The re.solved issues are interrelated and no issu~ 

or (enn of the Settlement Agreement should be evaluated in isolation from the remainder of the 

package. (See Section IV·E, Indivisibility, below); 

Each party urges the Commission to approve this Settlement Agreement and the various 

compromises which produce it as a fait and reasonable resolution of the issues. Each party 

hereby de(Jares and represents that it has reached this determination, and is executing this . 

Settlement Agreement, after consultation \vith its o .... n legal counsel. 

·4· 



1 

2 A. 
The Settling Parties hereby agree as follows: 

SAFETY PERFORMANCE II\TJ)ICATOR 

3 The employee safety performance indic~tot is based On an OSHA frequency standard, 

4 measuring SDG&E's regulated OSHA-reportable lo~t time and nOn-lost time injuries and 

5 illnesses against total SDG&E employee working hours as adjusted for personnel changes due to 

6 the EnovalPacific Enterprises merger. The following parameters are te«tmmended for this 

7 indicator: 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 B. 

Benchmark: 8.80 OSHA - reportable frequenc)' rate. 

Deadband: +/- 0.20 

Liveband: +/ .. 1.20 

Unit of change: 0.01 

Incentive per unit: $25,000 

M3xhnum incentive: +/- $3 milliOn 

RELIABILITY PERFORl\fANCE INDICATORS 

17 The System Average lritenuption Duration Index (SAlOl), System Average Interruption 

18 Frequency Index (SAIFI) and Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAlFI) 

19 reliability benchmarks apply to SDG&E's facilitiesl and each exclude planned outages and 

20 Major Events (using the CPUC's definition ofMaj6r Events frOm Decision 96-09-045). The 

21 follo\\ing measures ate reoominended: 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

I. SAlOl 

Benclunark: S2 minutes (excluding underground cable failures) for each year 1999, 2000 

and 2001. 

73 minutes (including underground cable failwes) for 2002. 

Deadband: 0 

28 3 That U. any events that are the d1r«. result offailutts in the ISO<6ntrolleJ bulk pOWtr market or non-SDO&E 
o>\ned transmission (acUities are exdudtd. 

-5-
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22 c. 

Liveband: fl· IS 

Unit of change: 1 

Incentive per unit: $250.000 

Maximum incentive: -+1· $3.75 million 

2. SAIFI 

Benchmark: 0.90 outages per year 

Deadband: 0 

Liveband: +/·0.15 

Unit of change: 0.01 

Ineentive per unit: $250.000 

Maximwn incentive: +/. $3.75 million 

3. MAlFI 

Benchmark: 1.28 outages pet )'e.1r 

Deadband: 0 

Liveband: +1· 0.30 

Unit of change: 0.015 

Incentive per unit: $50.000 

Ma.ximwn incentive: fl· $1 million 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 

23 SDG&E's Customer Servi~ Monitoring S)'stem (CSMS) indicator measures ovcraU 

24 customer satisfaction with recent service transactions provided by the Company. The CSMS 

25 measure as proposed by SDG&E is recontniended for adoption by the CPUC, with the following 

26 parameters, during the term of the Distribution PBR mechanism: 

21 CSMS Bertclunark: 92.5% vel)' satisfied 

28 Deadband: -+1· 0.5% 
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Liveband: +/·2.0% 

Unit of change: 0.1 % 

Incentive per unit: $75,000 

Maximum incentive: +/. $ 1.5 million 

CALL CENTER RESPONSIVENESS PERFORrtlANCE INDICATOR 

SDG&E's propoSed Call Center ReSpOnsiveness measure, wruch measures the 

Company's responsiveness to cuStomer telephone inquiries, is rec6mmended for adoption b)' the 

CPUC. 

}~. 

Benchmark: 80% of calls an.s\\,ered in 60 seconds, measw-ed on an annual basis. 

Deadband: 0 

Liveband: +/. J5.0% 

Unit of change: 0.1 % 

Incentive per unit: $lO.(}()O . 

Maximwn incentive! +1· $1.5 million 

The Settling Parties do. not recommend a 90120 standard for emergency calls at this time. 

SERVICE GUARANTEES 

19 SDG&E agrees to the following guarantees in order to facilitate agreement on an overall 

20 settlement package Oil PBR perfonnance mdicators. One feature of this package is a Customer 

21 Satisfaction measure that has upside pOtential allo\\ing SDO&E to achieve perfonnance rewards, 

22 depending on its overall perfonnance in this area In order to provide SDO&E adequate time for 

23 pJanning and implementation, SDO&E will begin these serVice guarantees effective 

24 approximately two months after the issuance of the Conunission dedsion adopting the 

25 settlement. 4 
,-

26 I. MisSed Appointments: SDG&E makes appOintments for services when 

27 access is required to the customer's premises and the customer requests to be present. These 

28 
"But no soontr than April I. 1m. 



1 appointments can be aU day or the)' may be made \\ithin a four·}1()ur \\indow (a.m. or p.m.) when 

2 requested b}' customers. IfSDG&E is not able to meet the appOintment commitment, the 

3 customer's account \\ill be credited with $50. The credit nero not be paid itthe custon'lei is 

4 notified at least four hours before the end of the appOintment period. For tum-on orders 

S (establishment ofservi~) the customer will be credited \\ith the applicable service establishment 

6 charge ($15 Or $30) IDstt.ld 0($50. This guarantee is not appJit.ll?le (or gas pil6t light 

7 appOintments or if SDG&E dOCU1I1ents that the reason the service person missed the appOintment 

8 was due to natura] disaster, labor strike or that helshe was called oifto work on rut Emergency 

9 Order as dermed below; 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2$ 

26 

'1.7 

28 

• 

• 
• 

Fire Or explosion 

Broken Or blowing gas line 

High gas pressure 

• Emergenc), carbOi'. monoxide 

• Hazardous leaks 

Emergenc)' Orders 3!e excluded as a result ofSDG&E's public safety obligations. 

SDG&E agrees to repOrt the nUmber of appOintments missed for this reason (see section "FI) 

below on "Reporting'') and to work to minimize such exceptions. 

2. New Installations: When an individual customer requests a date for a perr.lanent 

new servic.e establishment, SDG&E will turn On new sef\oicc on the day promised (prior t6 

midnight) or credit the customer's ac~ount \\ith the Servire Establishment Charge (S15 electric, 

$30 for both gas and electric). The credit need not be paid if at least 24 hours notic.e of a date 

change is given to the custOmer. Notice given on the answering machine of a number designated 

by the customer \\ill be sufficient. For the guarantee to be valid, there must be: 

• 

• 

• 

Open acc.ess to the facility and the meter pane) or gas seruce 

All required inspectiOns must be completed and approved 

Nothre.lts otharm to employees 



I 

2 

3 3. 

• Paid only when the customer is currently \\ithout stnice', which is 

being installed 

Complaint Resolution: SDG&E \\1n develop a centralized complaint tracking 

4 system, and will provide anriual repOrts to the COmmission and the Settling Parties on resultS . 
S achieved. A customer complaint is defined in accordance \\ith SDG&E's current in·house rules. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

F. REPORTING 

SDO&E will provide to the Commission and the Settlmg Parties an annUal report . 

of quarterly data for the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Convenience of the timefrarne arranged (QuestiOilS ofttJephone segment in 

CSMS) 

Time for completion of ~as sen1ee (Question 6 in gas segment in CSMS) 

. Time waiting for el~tri¢ service (Question 7 in, troublemen segment in CSMS) 

Average response time to electric emergencies 

Average response time to gas emergencies 

Level of busies in call center' 

Number of abandoned calis' iii call center 

Shortest number ofI'ninutes (for a new caller) between the call ooilnection to the 

rust menu and the menu choice for CSR 

Number of appointments misSed (or emergencies 

The number of four-hour y,indow appOintments scheduled and the number of nOn· 

window appointments scheduled. 

Because tracking systems for most o(these measures are not currently in place, SDO&E 

\\ill begin the tracking two months after the Commission issues a decision adopting the 
• 

settlement. The first report will be submitted in early 2000 covering frtCough I V311~. 

G. CO?tIPETITION ENHANCEMENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORs 

27 SDO&E agrees to \\ithdraw its proposed Competition Enhancement perfonnance 

28 indicators. 

·9-



II. ENVIRONMEl\'T AL CITIZENSHIP PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

SDG&E agrees to. withdraw its proposed Environmental Cit.izenshipperfQnnance 

indicators. 

I. ELECfRIC SYSTE~f l\lAINTENANCE PERFO~fANCE INDICATOR 

6 No Party opposed SDO&E's propOsal to gather data for purposes of developing an 

7 Electric System Maintenanc~ perfQrmance indicator. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

. 11 

18 

19 

::lO 

2J 

22 

~3 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

IV. 

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDmONS 

A. TERAf OF SETfLErtlENT AGREE~fENT 

The Settling Parties agree that the PBR performance indicators presented in this 

Settlement Agreement shall be in effect fot during JaQuary 1, 1m through December 31, 200l, 

subject to. adjusbllents dictated by any CPUC order. 

B . OBLIGATION TO PRO~10TE APPROVAL 

The Settling Parties agree to. use their best efforts to propose, suppOrt and advocate 

adoption ofthls Settlement Agreement by the ComnUssi6n. The Settling Parties agree to. 

. perform diligently, and in good faith, a11 actions required Qr implied hereunder, including, but not 

necessarily limited to, the executi6n of any other documents requited to. effeduate the terms of 

this Settlement Agreement, and the preparation of exhibits for. and presentation of\\itnesses at. 

any required hearings to obtain the approval and adoption ofthls Settlement Agreement by the 

Commission. No Party to. this Settlement Agreement will contest any asped (If this Settlement 
• 

Agreement in any proc«ding 6r in any other forum, by oontact or communication, whether 
-

\\ritten or oral (including ex ~ comrnunic~tions whether (lr not repOrtable under the 

C(lnurussion's Rule 6fPractice and Procedure) or in any other manner before this Commission. 

The Settling Parties further agree that they "ill use reasonable efforts to provide notice to 

the other Parties that they intend to enter into g ~ discussions with any Conunission 

-10-



1 decision-maker regarding the recommendations contained in this Settlement Agreement, whether 

2 reportable under the Commission's Rules of Practic~ and Procedure, or not. More over, the 

3 SettJing Parties agree to actively and mutually defend this settlement ifits adoption is oppOsed 

4 by any other party to the proceeding. The Settling Parties understand and acknowledge that time 

S is of essence in Obtaining the Commission's approval of this Settlement Agreement and that each 

6 \\ill extend its best efforts to insure the adoption of this Settlement Agreement. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

c. PUBLIC INTEREST 

The Settling Parties agree jOintly by executing and submitting this Settlement Agreement 

that the relief requested herein is juSt: fair and reasonable, and in the public interest. The Settling" 

Parties acknowledge the value of including all active participants in this case and settlement 

process. In particulat. the Settling Parties acknowledge the contribution of ORA, UCAN, FHA, 

CCUE and NRDC through their detailed repoits, as well as the participation of all intervenors in 

the discovery and settJement negotiation phases of this proceeding. Each presented extensive 

substantiation of its positions during the negotiationS and participated in ail infonned, expert " 

manner. 

D. NON-PRECEDENTIAL EFFECf 

19 This Settlement Agreement is not intended by the Settling Parties to be a binding 

20 pre(edent for any future proceeding. The Settling Parties have assented to the (enns of this 

21 Settlement Agreement only (or the purpose ofaniving at"the various compromises embodied in 

22 this Settlement Agreement. Each Part)' expressly reserves its right to advocate. in current and 

23 future proceedings. positions. principles. asswnptions. arguments and methodologies which may 

24 be different than those underlying this Settlement Agre.ement and the Settling Parties expressly 

25 declare that. as provided in Rule SI of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Proc~dure. this 

26 . Settlement Agreement should be not be considered as a precedent for or against them. 

27 

28 

-11~ 



1 E. INDIVISIBILITY 

2 The Settling Parties acknowledge that the positions expresst~ in this Settlement 

3 Agreement were reached after cOnsideration of' all positions advanced in the prepared testimony 

4 ofSDG&E, ORA, UCAN, FEA, CCUE and NRDC ~ ,\'efJ as numerous proposals offered by 

5 each of these and other Parties during the settlemeilt negotiations.s Th1s Settlement Agreement 

6 embodies compromises of the Settling Parties' pOsitions. No Individual tenn of this Settlement 

7 Agreement is assented to by any Party except in C()nsideration of the Settling Parties~ aSsents t6 

8 all other tenns. Thus, the ~ettlement Agreement is indivisible and each part is interdependent on 

9 each and all other parts. 

J 0 Any Party may withdraw from this Settlement Agreement if the CoIIllJ1ission modifies, 

11 deletes from, or adds to the dispOsition of the matters stipulated herein. The Settling Parties 

12 agree,"however, to negotiate in good faith \\ith regard to any COmmission-ordered changes in 

13 order to restore the balance of benefits and burdens, and to exercise the rigbt to \\ithdraw only if 

14 such negotiations are UIlSuc.cessful.· 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

F. LIABILITY 

The Settling Parties further agree that no signatory to this Settlement Agreement, n6r any 

member of the staff of the Conunjssio~ assumes any personalliabiJity as a result of this 

Settlement Agreement. 

G. GOVERNING LAW 

This Settlement Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California 

("ithout regard to c~nflicts of law principles) as to an matters, including, but not limited to, 

matters of validity, construction, effet~ perfonnance and remedies. 

28 , NRDC's proposed PBR performance indicator {or facilitation of DistributeJ Resoorcts ,,.-as not dis(usstd as part Of 
the settJement negotiatiOns. 

·12-
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H. INTERPRETATION 

The se<:tion beadings contained in this Settlement Agreement are solely for the purpose <)f 

reference, are not part of the agreement of the Settling Parties, &.nd shall not in any wayaftect the 

meaning or interpretation of this Settlement Agreem~nt. All references in this Settlement 

Agreement to Sections are to Sections of this Settlement Agretment unless otherwise indicated. 

Each of the Settling Parties hereto and their respettive C6unsel ha\'t c-Ontributed to the 

preparation ohms Settlement Agreement. Acurdingly, no provision of this Settlement 

Agreement shall be construed against any Party because that Party or its counsel drafted the 

provision. 

I. NO\VAlVER 

It is understood and agreed that no failure or delay by any Party hereto in exercising any 

right, power or privilege hereunder shall operate as a \\aiver thereof, nor shall any single or 

partial exetcise thereof preclude any other or future exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 

right, power or prh1tege. 

J. . AhIENDl\tENTISEVERABILIlY 

This Settlement Agreement sets forth the entire understanding and agreement bet\.ve.en the 

parties \\ith referen~ to the subject matter hereOf, and this Settlement Agreement may not be 

mOdified Or tenninated except by an instrument in \\riting signed by aU Settling Parties hereto. 

nus Settlement Agreement supersedesalJ prior agreements, negotiations, and understandings 

amOng the Settling Parties, both oral and written related to this matter. 

K. COUNTERPARTS 

This Settlement Agreement may be executed in counterparts. e.ach ofwhich shall be 

deemed an origina1, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instruiIlent. 
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L. APPENDICES 

Appendix A to this Settlement Agreement as listed below is part 6fthe agreement of the 

Settling Parties and is incorporated into this Settlement Agreement by reference. 

Appendix A: Exhibit oomparing Parties' litigation positions'on'the set ()fPBR 
performance indi~tors proposed by SDO&B \\1th the settlemerit tenns for those indicators. 
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M. EXECUTION 

In \\itness whef(:of, intending to be legally bound, the Settling Parties hereto have duly 

ex~uted this Settlement Agreement On behalfofthe Parties they represent. 

By 

~ii ames 
Executive Director 
Utility Conswners' Action Network 
1717 Kettner Blvd. #105 
San Diego, CA 
(619) 696-6966 

BY:.~~ 
Marc Joseph 
Coalition of California Utility Employees 
Adams. Broadwell & Joseph 
651 Gateway Blvd., Ste. 900 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 
(650) 589-1660 

St, elron 
Attorney (or San Diego Gas &. Elettric 

. Company 
P.O. Box 1831 
San Diego. CA 92112 
(619) 699-5136 

BY:N~-
Norman J. Furuta 
Associate Counsel 
Department of the Navy 
Federal Executive Agencies 
900 CommOdore Drive 
San Bruno, CA 94066-5006 
(650) 244-2100 

By: 

Casey G\\inn 
Cit)' Attorney 
Deborah Berger 
Deputy City Attorney 
1200 Third Avenue Ste. 1200 
San Diego, CA ~101 
(619) 533·5825 
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I M. EXECUTION 
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. 
In \\itness whereof, intending to be legally bound. the Settling Parties hereto have duly 

executed this Settlement Agreement on behaIfofthe Parties they represent. 

By: 

Jason Zeller 
Staff Counsel 
Office of Ratepayer Advocates 
California Public Utilities Cominission 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisc~. CA 94 t 02 
(4J5) 703-4673 

By: 

Michael Shames 
Executive Director 
Utility Consumers· Action Network 
1717 Kettner Blvd. #105 
San Diego. CA 
(619) 696·6966 

By: 

Marc Joseph 
Coalition of Cali fomi a Utility Employees 
Adams, Broadwell & Joseph 
651 Gateway Blvd., Ste. 900 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 
(650) 589·1660 

By: 

Steven NelSOn 
Attorney for San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company . 
P.O. Box 1831 
San Diego, CA 92112 
(619) 699-5136 

By: 

Norman J. Furuta 
Associate Counsel 
Department of the Navy . 
Federal E~ecutive Agencies 
900 Commodore Drive 
San BIW10, CA 94066-5006 
(650) 244·2100 

,v/~$:::; 
~: 
Casey G\\lJlll . 

A' ity Attorney 
'/ Deborah Berger 

Deputy City Attorney 

-u-

1200 Third Avenue Ste. 1200 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 533·58~5 
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Ronald Liebert 
Associate Counsel 
California Fann Buteau Federation 
2300 River Plaza Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95833 
(916) 561-S6S7 

September 14,1998 

Barry . pstein 
La\v Offices of Barry H. Epstein 
for Natural Resources Defense Council 

- 'One Market, SteUart Tower 
Sixteenth Floor. 
San francisco, CA 94 I 0.5 
(415) 1.17-4848 



Appendix A 

Distribution PBR - Performance Indicator Comparison 

rCategoryJP2rty-- _. SI>G&E ORA UCAN FE;(- -_. -CCUE- -- NRDC(I) Settlement (2) 

t~5f~!~1~~J~fi~~~!.~1i,.rj!fl(I!'~1l~II'!!t~~~ff;~;'F~ 
RellabUlty (7) 

SAIDI 
Benchmark 69 min. (8) 70 min. (8) 67 min. (8) , (S) 76min.(S) Ne> Position 52 min. for 

1999-2001 (9) 
nmin.for 

2002 (9) 
Max. Incentive "'1- $2 mil "'1 .. S2 mit "'1· $1 mil. . +/~ S$mit +/ .. S3.75 mil. 

I--------...-.----~.-..---~--~----------------------.--......,.--------.....-----..... -. SAlfI . . ' , 
Benchmark, .87 outago'yr .90 outageslyr .93 outagcs!yr (S) .92 outagcslyr No Position .90 outageslyr 
Max.Ineenti~ "'/-SZmil. +/-SZmil +1-S1 mil. +/·SSmit +/-S3.7SmiL 

--~--~--.;..-.--------------------~-~~~---.------~------------------MA1FI ' 
Benchmark 
Max. Incentive 

1.35 outages!yr 1.42outageslyr l.36-outageslyr 
... /. S2 mil. "'1- S2 mil "'1- S1 mil 

(5) 1.2~ outageslyr(lO) Ne> Position 1.28 outngeslyr 
+/;'S2mit +1-$1 mit 

~~.ii~~~i~~~~t~I~$~1i:Wi:f!I'S~~~t~Ali~~~~J~ai~f,: .··.1 

eallCenter 
Benchmark 800/0160 sec. S(W0I6O see. 800/0160~ No-Position No-Position No Position 800/0160 sec. 

None 900/0120 see. 90%120 see. No-Position No Position No Position None 
Emergency Emergency 

Max. Incentive +/·$1.5 miL Penalty Only +$01..$ No max. , 
+/·$lSmil 



Appendix A 

Distribution PBR - Performance Indicator Comparison 

Icate.r:orytParty-· ---SDC&E -6RA--~-- -vcA& -·--FEA CCVE NRDC(l) -settlemeftt(2) 

'&~l.!ilI~~2'~~S:·;gS'3~f~~~;;~~~~~iiiiirll!~1~~~~1~~~~~i~f;i¥~:~~~~~(i4) 

£n'Yironmenbl 
Recycling Rate +20% 

. Max. Incentive +/- $lmiI. 

Opposed Opposed Oppos!;d No Position Supported 
revision 

None 

t------.. ----------~---------~----------------- ... --------... -...-.-----------'"----~ Tree Planting ~ 9 events! Opposec1 Opposed Opposer! No Position Opposed None 
presenbtions . 

lVJJJx. Incentive +/- $1 mil. • 

Elec. Syst. Maintenance 
D;lta Collection Proposed No Position No Position No Position No Position No Position Uncontested 

18 mo. period 
Design Proposed No Position No Position No Position No Position No Position Uncontested 

6 mo. j)Criod 
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Appendix A 

Distribution PBR - Performance Indicator Comparison 

Footnotes: 

(1) NRDC also made a proposal for a Distributed Rc:IOurc~ perf'ormance indicator which is not addressed'in thi$.SettIement Agreement. 
(2) St.mm'IlU')" only. The settlement includes additional details described in the text of the Settlement Agreement. 
(3) Ineludcs an adjustment of plus 1.0 for the merger. 
(4) Excludes an adjustment for the merger since SOG&E merger information not available when intervenor testimony submitted. Primary position was to eliminate the 

safety pcrf'ormance indicator. 
(5) Recommended adoption of the Safety. Reliability and Customer Satisfaction pcrf'ormance indicators (testimony docs not specify revisions,: but refers to Edison's 

PBR as a model). 
(6) Excludcsan adjustment for the merger since SDG&E merger information not available when intervenor testimony submitted. 
(/) Excludes Major Events. which arc defined by SOG&E :tS in its current PBR. llnd by aU other parties IlS by the CPUC in D.96-09-045. 
(8) Includes. underground cable failures. 
(9) 52 minutes (excluding underground cable failures) for each year 1999. 2000. 2001. 

73 minutes (including underground cable £tHures) for 2002-
(10) . Primaryposition was to' not support a MAIFI performance indicator. 
(11) . Proposed four indicators with separate benchmark for each. 
(12) Toeustomer for SDG&E not mectingcommitment. 
(13) If the appointment cannot be met,. notify the customer Ilt lC3St four hours in advance. 
(14) , The crcditnecd not be paid if the customer is notified at leolSt four hours before the end of the appointment period. For tum-on orders the customer will be credited 

with the applicable Serviee Establi.Wnent Charge (SEC). Guarantee not. applieablefor gas pilot light appointments or if appointment is missed due to-extreme 
conditions. 

(IS) If the date needs to be changed. at least 24 hou13 notice to be provided to the customer and the credit need' not be made. 
(16) The Service Establishment Charge (SEC) credited (SIS electric. $30 for both gil.! and electric) to-the customer. The credit need not be made if at least 24 hours 

notice of a date change is. given to the customer. 
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ESCALATION 

SDG&E's escalation measure is based on historical and forecasted 

industry-specific data. ~eparate escalation factors are used for electric and 

gas. These escalation factors are designed to measure changes in price 

levels of Jabor, non-labor and capital inputs purchased by California 

utilities. 

The escalation factors are de\'eloped using national-level utility. 

spedfic cost indices obtained from the Standard & Poor's DRI/~1cGraw

Hill Economic and Utility Cost Forecasting Services (DRI). The component 

national level utility cost indices are conibined into electric distribution and 

gas escalation factors using expenditure weights developed from historical 

expenditures by electric and gas utilities located in California. The electric 

utilities are SDG&E, Southern CaU(ornia Edison, and Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company (PG&E). The gas utilities are SDG&E, Southern 

California Gas Company, and PG&E. 

Labor O&M Cost Index 

Average hourly earnings (or electric, gas, and sanitary services are 

used as the basis (or the Jabor cost index (or both electric distribution and 

gas. Referred to as AHE49NS b}' DRI, historical data (or this data series is 

reported by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). This data is 

used as the basis for the DRI labor cost index, and forec,)sts of AHE49NS 

arc aVflilabJe from DIU. 
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Non-Labor O&M Cost Indices 

Separate non-labor cost indices are developed for electric 

distribution and gas. The index for electric distribution non-labor O&M 

expenses utilizes five DRI cost indices: total distribution planfO&M (ost 

index OEIX>MMS) .. customer accounts operation cost index OECAOMS) .. 

customer service and information operation cost i.ode>: OECSlIOMS) .. sales 

operation cost index OESALO~1S), and total administrative and general 

0&1\'1 cost index OEADGOMMS). 

The index for gas non-labor O&M expenses is the DRI total gas 

utility non labor O&M (ost index GGTOTALMS). 

Capital-Related Cost Indices 

TIle cost index for capita) related electric distribution costs is based 

on an estimate of the rentttl price of electric distribution utility stntctures .. 

which is estimated (ron\ three data series obtained (rom DRI: rental price 

of capUal- nonresidential structures-public utilities (ICNRCOSTPU); chain 

t}'pe price index - investment in nonresidential structures - public utilities 

. (PC\VICNRPU), and the Handy-\Vhitman electric utility construction cost . 

index -total distribution plant, Pacific Region OUEPD@PCF). All of these 

indices arc obtained from DRI. The rental price of capital (or eleelric 

distribution utility structures (ICNRCOSfrUED) is calculated as follows: 

ICNRCOSTPUED = ICNRCOSTPUf( JUEPD@PCF/PC\VICNRPU) 

The cost index for capital related gas costs is based on an estimate of 

the rental price of gas utility structures, which is estimated from three data 

series obtained from DIU: rental price of capital - nonresidential structures

public utilities (ICNRCOSTPU); chain type price index - investment in 

nonresidentiaJ slructures - public utilities (PC\VICNRPU), and the Handy-
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\Vhitman gas utility construction cost index -total plant, Pacific ~egion 

OUG@PCF). The rental price of gas utility struttures (ICNRCOSTPUG) is 

calculated as follows: 

ICNRCOSTPUG = ICNRCOSTPUf( JUG@PCF/PC\VICNRPU) 

A three-year moving average of the rental price of utility structures 

is used to calculate the capital -related (O~t indices. 

\Veighting Factors 

The escalation factors (or electric distribution and gas are-each a 

weighted average of the component cost in_dices for labor, non-Jabor, and 

- capital-related expenses. The weights used to construct the weighted 

average are based on averagestate-level electric distributiOh expenditures 

or gas utility expenditures expressed in real 1996 dollars for the period 

1992 -1996. These weights are shown below: 

California State-Level Weights 

Electric Gas 

Labor 0.179216 0.234234 

Non-Labor 0.312008 

Distribution 0.062799 

Customer Accounts 0.028032 

Customer Service 0.043102 

Sales 0.001225 

Adnl.in. & General 0.109725 

Capihll 0.575900 0.453757 

Total 1.000000 . 1.000000 
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Annual Escalation Calculation 

Starling in the year 2000, the percentage changes in the weighted 

cost indices will be used in the PBR indexing formulae to adjust the electric 

distribution and gas base rales for changes in the cost of inputs purchased 

by the utility. In m.id-August 1999, one-year ahead projections of the cost 

indexes and the percentage changes in these indexes ,,,ill be estimated. 

These estimates will be based on the most recent historical and (orecast 

data available front Standard and Poor's DRI/McGraw-HilI Economic and 

Utility Cost Information Services. In mid.:August of every year starting in 

the year 2000, historical arid forecast cost indexes and percentage changes 

in these indexes will be estimated from the n\()st recent historical and 

forecast data available fronl DRI. The historical and forecast percentage 

changes will be used in the rates indexing(ormulae to obtain ratestor the 

next year. Both forecast and historical percent changes back to 1999 are 

required to true-up rates to the most recent and accurate cost escalation 

estimates available after 1999. The updated historical and forecast 

. percentage changes should capture all revisions in the DRI data used to 

compute the cost indexes. 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 1) 
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EARNINGS SHARING MECHANISM 

The earnings sharing mcchanisI\\ We adopt inthis decision is 

illustrated below: 

Shareholder and Ratepayer Per(entage Share of RevenueS 

Associateq. with Rate 6f Return (ROR) Above Authorized 

Sl\si$ Points 
Shareholders 0/0 Rate~a~ers % Above Authorized ROR 

100 0 Above 300 

95 5 250 to 300 

85 15 200 to 250 

75 25 175 to 200 

65 35 150 to 175 

55 45 125 to 150 

45 55 100 to 125 

35 6S 75 to 100 

25 7S 25 to 7S 

100 0 o to 25 

100 0 ROR below authorized~ 

tf(SDG&B reports an ROR which is 150 basis points or greater 
below the authorized ROR1 SDG&B or ORA may file (or voluntary 
suspension of the PBR mechanism. Ii SDG&E reports an ROR 
which is 300 basis points or more below its authorized ROR, the 
PBR mechanism wilt be automatically suspended, and SDG&E will 
be required to file an application which will lead to a [om'l.al review 
of the mechanism, . 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 2) 
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Henry M. Duque, Commissioner, dissenting: 

I must dissent from the outcome adopted by my colleagues. I have thought long 

and hard about this decision. In the end. I tome out in favor adoption of a re\'enue pcr 

customer indexing approach ovef a rate index. My intuition, supported by the . 
presentations ofUCAN and NRDC and the AU's findings, (ells me that a rate index will 

lead management (0 vigorously pursue increased sales without corresponding benefit to 

ratepayers. I just cannot support that Outcome. 

SOG& E points out that the revenue per customer approach is a mOre complex 

regulatory scheme. I agree, but find that the regulatory savings from the rate index 

approach are outweighed by my conclusion that the reVCnue per customer apprClach better 

balances ratepayer and shareholder needs. The rate index provides Significant earnings 

opportunities for shareholders. but in my evaluation. it does not prOVide nearly as strong 

of an incentive to reduce costs to customers. The revenue per customer approach is better 

for ratepayers while still providing earnings opportUliities for shareholders. In my 

balancing ofratepayer and shareholder interests, I find that the revenue per customer 

approach is simply superior to the rate index. 

Is! HENRY M. DUQUE 
Henry M. Duque 

Commissioner 

May 13, 1999 

San Francisco 
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Henry M. Duque. Commissioner, dissenting: 

I must dissent from the outconte adopted by my colleagues. I have thought long 

and hard about this decision. In the end, I come out in favor adoption ofa revenue (X'r 

customer indexing approach over a rate index. My intuition. supported by the 

presentations of UCAN and NRDC and the AU's findings. teBs 111e that a rate index will 

lead management to vigorously pursue increased sates without corre.sponding benefil (0 

ratepa),crs.ljust cannot support that outcome. 

SDG&E pOints out that the re"enue per customer approach is a more complex 

regulatory scheme. I agree. but find that the regulatory savings from the ratc index 

approach arc outweighed by Ill.y conclusion that the revenue per customer approach beUer 

ba'all~es ratepayer and shareholder needs. The rate index provides significant earnings 

opportunities for shareholders, but in my t\'aluatioll, it does not provide nearly as strong 

of an incentive to reduce cosls to customers. The revenue per clIstomer approach is better 

for ratepayers while still providing cantings opportunities for shareholders. In my 

balancing of ratepayer and shareholder inleresls, I find that the hwcnue per custol1\er 

approach is simply superior to the rate index. 

--"U.. "i~""6-<C.so Henry 1 • Duque 
Commissioner 

May 13, 1999 

San Francisco 


